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SKEW BRACES OF SIZE p2q
E. ACRI AND M. BONATTO
Abstract. In this paper we enumerate the skew braces of size p2q for p, q odd primes by the
classification of regular subgroups of the holomorph of the groups of size p2q. In particular, we
provide explicit formulas for the skew braces of abelian type.
1. Introduction
The study of the solutions to the set-theoretical Yang–Baxter equation (YBE) has started with
[12] as a discrete version of the braid equation. We say that for a given set X and a function
r : X ×X → X ×X, the pair (X, r) is a set-theoretical solution to the Yang–Baxter equation if
(1) (idX × r)(r × idX)(idX × r) = (r × idX)(idX × r)(r × idX)
holds. A particular family of solutions is the family of non-degenerate solutions, i.e. solutions
obtained as
(2) r : X ×X −→ X ×X, (x, y) 7→ (σx(y), τy(x)),
where σx, τx are permutations of X for every x ∈ X. A particular case is given by non-degenerate
involutive solutions, that is r2 = idX×X . Non-degenerate solutions have been studied by several
different authors [13, 14, 16, 22]. Rump introduced the notion of brace, a binary algebraic structure
providing examples of non-degenerate involutive solutions to YBE. These algebraic structures have
been generalized later to skew (left) braces by Guarnieri and Vendramin in [15], which provide
non-involutive non-degenerate solutions.
A skew (left) brace is a triple (A,+, ◦) where (A,+) and (A, ◦) are groups (not necessarily
abelian) such that
a ◦ (b+ c) = a ◦ b− a+ a ◦ c
holds for every a, b, c ∈ A. Braces are skew braces for which the additive group is abelian and a
skew brace (A,+, ◦) is said to be a bi-skew brace if also (A, ◦,+) is a skew brace [10].
The classification of skew braces is strictly related to the problem of finding non-degenerate
solutions to (1). Indeed, given an involutive non-degenerate solution as in (2), the group generated
by {σx : x ∈ X} has a canonical structure of brace and in [5] it has been shown how to recover
all the solutions with a given associated brace. Later, this approach was extended to skew braces
in [4], therefore, in a sense, the study of the solution of (1) can be reduced to the classification of
skew braces, since there is a way to construct all the solutions with agiven associated skew brace
structure.
Recent progress on the classification problem for (skew) braces are, for instance: the classification
of braces with cyclic additive group [19, 20], skew braces of size pq for p, q different primes [1], braces
of size p2q for p, q primes with q > p + 1 [11], braces of order p2, p3 where p is a prime [3], skew
braces of order p3 [17] and skew braces of squarefree size [2].
In this paper we enumerate the skew braces of size p2q where p, q are odd primes. We also
provide an explicit formula for braces.
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Skew braces are also related to Hopf-Galois extensions as explained in [21], since they are both
in connection with regular subgroups of the holomorph of a group. The results of this paper
have already been partially proved in [7] (the authors claim that the missing cases are the subject
of a second paper in preparation), through the connection between skew braces and Hopf-Galois
extensions.
We employ the same techniques we used in [1], which are based on the algorithm for the con-
struction of skew braces with a given additive group developed in [15]. Indeed, the algorithm
allows to obtain all the skew braces with additive group A from regular subgroups of its holomorph
Hol(A) = A ⋊ Aut(A). The isomorphism classes of skew braces are parametrized by the orbits of
such subgroups under the action by conjugation of the automorphism group of A in Hol(A) [15,
Section 4].
In particular, we enumerate the skew braces according to their additive group, and the structure
of the paper is displayed in the following table. The classification of the groups of size p2q can be
found in [6] and the description of their automorphism groups in [8].
Groups Sections
p = 1 (mod q) Zp2q 3.1
Z
2
p × Zq 3.2
Zp2 ⋊t Zq 3.3
Gk 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7
p = −1 (mod q) Zp2q 4.1
Z
2
p × Zq 4.2
GF 4.3
q = 1 (mod p), Zp2q 5.1
q 6= 1 (mod p) Z2p × Zq 5.2
Zp × (Zq ⋊r Zp) 5.3
Zq ⋊r Zp2 5.4
q = 1 (mod p2) Zp2q 6.1
Z
2
p × Zq 6.2
Zp × (Zq ⋊hp Zp) 6.3
Zq ⋊hp Zp2 6.4
Zq ⋊h Zp2 6.5
p, q algebraically independent Zp2q and Z
2
p × Zq 7
The enumeration results are collected in suitable tables in each section.
2. Preliminaries
A triple (A,+, ◦) is said to be a skew (left) brace if both (A,+) and (A, ◦) are groups and
a ◦ (b+ c) = a ◦ b− a+ a ◦ c
holds for every a, b, c ∈ A. Following the standard terminology for Hopf–Galois extensions, if χ
is a group theoretical property, we say that a skew brace (A,+, ◦) is of χ-type if (A,+) has the
property χ.
A bi-skew brace is a skew brace (A,+, ◦) such that (A, ◦,+) is also a skew brace (see [10]).
Equivalently
x+ (y ◦ z) = (x+ y) ◦ x′ ◦ (x+ z)
holds for every x, y, z ∈ A, where x′ denotes the inverse of x in (A, ◦).
Given a skew brace (A,+, ◦), the mapping
λ : (A, ◦)→ Aut(A,+), λa(b) = −a+ a ◦ b,
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is a homomorphism of groups.
Lemma 2.1. Let (A,+, ◦) be a skew brace. Then ker λ is a subgroup of (A,+).
Proof. Let a, b ∈ ker λ. Then
λa+b = λa+λa(b) = λa◦b = λaλb = 1, λ−a = λλa(a′) = λ
−1
a = 1.
Therefore ker λ is a subgroup of (A,+). 
Let (A,+, ◦) be a skew brace. A subgroup I of (A,+) is a left ideal of B if λa(I) ≤ I for every
a ∈ A. Every left ideal is a subgroup of (I, ◦). If I is a normal subgroup of both (A,+) and (A, ◦)
then I is an ideal.
Lemma 2.2. Let (A,+, ◦) be a finite skew brace of size p2q. Then
(i) if p = ±1 (mod q) then the unique p-Sylow subgroup of (A,+) is an ideal. In particular,
the p-Sylow subgroup of (A,+) and (A, ◦) are isomorphic.
(ii) if q = 1 (mod p) then the unique q-Sylow subgroup of (A,+) is an ideal.
Proof. The groups of size p2q with p = ±1 (mod q) has a unique p-Sylow subgroup, therefore it is
characteristic. If we denote by P the unique p-Sylow subgroup of (A,+), we have that for every
x ∈ A, λx(P ) = P . Since it has order p
2, P is the unique p-Sylow subgroup of (A, ◦). Then it is an
ideal. The same argument applies for (ii). 
2.1. Skew braces and regular subgroups. From [15], we know that given a group (A,+) (not
necessarily abelian) we have a bijective correspondence between isomorphism classes of skew braces
(A,+, ◦) and orbits of regular subgroups of Hol(A,+) under conjugation by Aut(A,+) identified
with the subgroup {1} × Aut(A) ≤ Hol(A,+). If G is a regular subgroup of Hol(A,+), then it is
easy to verify that π1|G : G→ A is a bijective map.
Theorem 2.3. [15, Theorem 4.2, Proposition 4.3] Let (A,+) be a group. If ◦ is an operation such
that (A,+, ◦) is a skew brace, then {(a, λa) : a ∈ A} is a regular subgroup of Hol(A,+). Conversely,
if G is a regular subgroup of Hol(A,+), then A is a skew brace with
a ◦ b = a+ f(b)
where (π1|G)
−1(a) = (a, f) ∈ G and (A, ◦) ∼= G.
Moreover, isomorphism classes of skew braces over A are in bijective correspondence with the
orbits of regular subgroups of Hol(A) under the action of Aut(A) by conjugation.
The classification of groups of size p2q, where p, q are odd primes, is given in [6] and the de-
scription of their automorphism in [8]. So, we can construct all skew braces with additive group
isomorphic to A by finding representatives of the orbits of regular subgroups under the action by
conjugation of Aut(A) on Hol(A) using Theorem 2.3.
In some cases we will provide an explicit formula for the ◦ operation. The connection between a
regular group and the multiplicative group structure of the associated skew braces is the following.
Remark 2.4. Let (A,+) be a group and G a regular subgroup of Hol(A). According to Theorem
2.3, (A,+, ◦) where
a ◦ b = a+ π2((π1|G)
−1(a))(b)
for every a, b ∈ A is a skew brace. In other words, λa = π2(π
−1
1 |G(a)) and so | ker λ| =
|G|
|π2(G)|
.
The following lemma will be used to compute the formulas of the multiplicative operation of
skew braces through all the paper.
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Lemma 2.5. Let A be a skew brace such that A = ker λ+ Fix(A). Then
(a+ b) ◦ (c+ d) = a+ b+ λb(c) + d
for every a, c ∈ kerλ and every b, d ∈ Fix(A). In particular, λnb = λ
n
b for every n ∈ N.
Proof. Let a, c ∈ kerλ and b, d ∈ Fix(A). Then
(a+ b) ◦ (c+ d) = a+ b+ λa◦b(c+ d) = a+ b+ λb(c+ d) = a+ b+ λb(c) + d.
The last statement follows since b ◦ b ◦ . . . ◦ b︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
= nb for every b ∈ Fix(A) and every n ∈ N. 
2.2. Regular subgroups. Recall that a group of permutations G acting on a set X is said to be
regular if, for any x, y ∈ X, there exist a unique g ∈ G such that g(x) = y. The holomorph of a
group A can be embedded in the group of permutations on A. In fact, an element (a, f) ∈ HolA
acts on A by (a, f) ·x = a+ f(x) for all x ∈ A where the operation on A is written additively. So, a
subgroup G of Hol(A) is said to be regular if the image of G in the group of permutations on A is
regular as above. It is easy to see that a subgroup G ≤ Hol(A) is regular if and only if G · 1A = A
and |G| = |A|, where 1A is the identity element of A.
In this section we describe the general method to search for regular subgroups of the holomorph
of a given finite group A, inspired by [18, Section 2.2] and we fix some notation and terminology.
Let
π1 : Hol(A) −→ A, (a, f) 7→ a and π2 : Hol(A) −→ Aut(A), (a, f) 7→ f
the canonical surjections. The map π1 controls the regularity of a subgroup G ≤ Hol(A) with
|G| = |A|. Indeed, it is easy to check that the orbit of 1 ∈ A with respect to the action of G is
given by π1(G). Therefore, for G ≤ Hol(A) with |G| = |A|, G is regular if and only if π1(G) = A.
In particular, if G is regular, then G ∩ 1×Aut(A) = 1.
The map π2 is a group homomorphism and we are going to search for regular subgroups of Hol(A)
according to the size of their image under π2. The size of the image of π2 divides both |(A,+)|
and |Aut(A,+)|, so it divides their greatest common divisor. If the image under π2 is trivial, the
associated skew brace is the unique trivial skew brace over A.
We are going to apply the following two-step strategy to compute a set of representative of
conjugacy classes of regular subgroups of Hol(A).
Let assume that the image under π2 has size k. The first step is to provide a list of non-conjugate
regular subgroups with size of image under π2 equal to k. In order to show that two groups are
not conjugate we are using some properties which are invariants under conjugation. The first one
is the conjugacy class of the image under π2 in Aut(A). Once we fix this first invariant, we can
also fix the kernel of π2 up to the action of the normalizer of the image of π2. Therefore, for the
first step we need to:
• find the conjugacy classes of subgroups of size k of Aut(A,+). In case Aut(A) is abelian,
we have to compute all its the subgroups of the desired size.
• According to Lemma 2.1, the kernel of π2 is a subgroup of A. So we need to find a set of
representatives of the orbits of subgroups of size |A|
k
of A, under the action of the normalizer
of the image of π2 on A.
In order to show that two groups with the same image under π2 and the same kernel are not
conjugate, sometimes we need to introduce some ad-hoc invariant, which depends on the particular
structure of A and its automorphisms.
The second step is to show that any regular subgroup is conjugate to one in the list computed
in step one. In particular, we need to describe the subgroups of Hol(A) according to the possible
values of the invariants mentioned above.
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Let {αi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a set of generators of π2(G) and {kj : 1 ≤ j ≤ m} be a set of generators
of the kernel of π2|G then the regular subgroup G can be presented as follows:
G = 〈k1, . . . , km, u1α1, . . . , unαn〉,
for some ui ∈ A. In particular, ui 6= 1, since G is regular (indeed, uiαi · 1 = ui 6= 1). We will
call this presentation the standard presentation of G. Note that we can choose any representative
of the coset of ui with respect to the kernel, without changing the group G (this is equivalent to
multiply on the left the elements uiαi by elements of the kernel). Moreover, any generator can be
multiplied by any element in G, without changing the group. We will use these operations to make
computations easier without further explanation.
The group G has to satisfy the following necessary conditions, that will provide constrains over
the choice of the elements ui:
(K) The kernel of π2|G is normal in G.
(R) The generators {uiαi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} satisfy the same relations as {αi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} modulo
kerπ2|G (e.g. if α
n
i = 1 then (uiαi)
n ∈ kerπ2|G).
Given one of such groups, we can conjugate by the normalizer of π2(G) in Aut(A) that stabilizes
the kernel of π2|G in order to show that G is conjugate to one of the chosen representatives.
3. Skew braces of size p2q with p = 1 (mod q)
In this section we we assume that p and q are odd primes such that p = 1 (mod q), unless we
explicitly state otherwise. We denote by B the subset of Zq that contains 0, 1,−1 and one out of
k and k−1 for k 6= 0, 1,−1. In particular, |B| = q+32 . We denote by g a fixed element of order q in
Z
×
p and by t a fixed element of order q in Z
×
p2
.
The following lemma collects all the isomorphism classes of groups of size p2q.
Lemma 3.1. [6, Proposition 21.17] The groups of size p2q are the following:
(i) Zp2q = 〈σ, τ | σ
p2 = τ q = 1, στ = τσ〉.
(ii) Z2p × Zq = 〈σ, τ, ǫ | σ
p = τp = ǫq = 1, [σ, τ ] = [σ, ǫ] = [τ, ǫ] = 1〉.
(iii) Zp2 ⋊t Zq = 〈σ, τ | σ
p2 = τ q = 1, τστ−1 = σt〉.
(iv) Gk = 〈σ, τ, ǫ |σ
p = τp = ǫq = 1, ǫσǫ−1 = σg, ǫτǫ−1 = τ g
k
〉 ∼= Z2p ⋊Dk Zq, where Dk is the
diagonal matrix with eigenvalues g, gk for k ∈ B.
In particular, there are q+92 isomorphism classes of such groups.
Remark. The groups in item (iv) of Lemma 3.1 are parametrized by the set B since Gk and Gk−1
are isomorphic. We will take into account such isomorphism for the enumeration of skew braces
according to the isomorphism class of their additive and multiplicative groups.
The following table collects the enumeration of skew braces according to their additive and
multiplicative groups.
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+\◦ Zp2q Zp2 ⋊t Zq Z
2
p × Zq Gk, k 6= 0,±1, 2 G0 G−1 G1 G2
Zp2q 2 1 - - - - - -
Zp2 ⋊t Zq 4 2(q − 1) - - - - - -
Z
2
p × Zq - - 2 1 1 1 1 2
Gk - - 4 8(q + 1) 8(q + 1) 4(q + 1) 4(q − 1) 8(q + 1)
G0 - - 2 4q 4q 2q 2(q − 1) 4q
G−1 - - 3 4q + p+ 2 4q + p+ 2 3q + p− 1 2(q − 1) 4q + p
G1 - - 5 3(q + 2) 4(q + 1) 2(q + 1) 3q − 1 6q
Table 1. Total number of skew braces of size p2q according to the additive and
multiplicative isomorphism class of groups where p = 1 (mod q). Note that for
q = 3 we have that B = {0,−, 1,−1}, 2 = −1 and so the table has to be read
accordingly.
3.1. Skew braces of cyclic type. In this section we will denote by A the cyclic group Zp2q. The
automorphism group of A is isomorphic to Z×
p2
× Z×q . We denote by ϕi,j the automorphism given
by
σ 7→ σi and τ 7→ τ j
where i ∈ Z×
p2
and j ∈ Z×q .
The size of Aut(A) is p(p−1)(q−1), so if G is a regular subgroup of Hol(A), then |π2(G)| belongs
to {q, p, pq}. First, we see that there are not regular subgroup with |π2(G)| = pq.
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A). Then |π2(G)| 6= pq.
Proof. The unique subgroup of Aut(A) of size pq is generated by α = ϕg(p+1),1 and the unique
subgroup of order p of A is 〈σp〉. Assume that G is a subgroup of size p2q of Hol(A) with π2(G) =
〈α〉. Then, the standard presentation of G is
G = 〈σp, σaτ bα〉
for some a, b. An element of G is
(3) (σp)n(σaτ bα)m = σpn+a
gm(p+1)m−1
g−1 τ bmαm.
If b = 0 then π1(G) ⊆ 〈σ〉, so G is not regular. If m = 0 (mod q) then g
m(p+1)m−1 = 0 (mod p).
So, the elements σi with i 6= 0 (mod p) are not in π1(G), therefore G is not regular. 
The following proposition is more general than the case p = 1 (mod q) and it will be used in the
sequel. The only condition needed is q 6= 1 (mod p), which is indeed the case of this section.
Proposition 3.3. Let p, q > 2 be primes with q 6= 1 (mod p). The unique skew brace of cyclic type
with | ker λ| = pq is (B,+, ◦) where
(4)
(
n
m
)
+
(
s
r
)
=
(
n+ s
m+ r
)
,
(
n
m
)
◦
(
s
r
)
=
(
n+ s+ pns
m+ r
)
for every 0 ≤ n, s ≤ p2 − 1 and 0 ≤ m, r ≤ q − 1. In particular, (B, ◦) ∼= Zp2q.
Proof. The unique subgroup of size p of Aut(A) is the subgroup generated by ϕp+1,1 and A has a
unique subgroup of size pq, namely 〈σp, τ〉. Assume that G is a regular subgroup of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = p. Then G has the following standard presentation:
G = 〈σp, τ, σaτ bϕp+1,1〉 = 〈σ
p, τ, σaϕp+1,1〉,
where 1 ≤ a ≤ p − 1 and in particular G is abelian. According to [9, Corollary 4.3], since both
the additive and the multiplicative group of the skew brace associated to G are abelian, then such
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skew brace splits as a direct product of the skew brace of size p2 and a trivial skew brace of size q.
According to the classification of skew braces of size p2 given in [3, Proposition 2.4], there is just
one non-trivial such brace with cyclic additive group and it leads to formula (4). The group (B, ◦)
is cyclic, since according to Lemma 2.2 its p-Sylow subgroup is cyclic. 
Proposition 3.4. The unique skew brace of cyclic type with | ker λ| = p2 is (A,+, ◦) where(
n
m
)
+
(
s
r
)
=
(
n+ s
m+ r
)
,
(
n
m
)
◦
(
s
r
)
=
(
n+ tms
m+ r
)
.(5)
for every 0 ≤ n, s ≤ p2 − 1 and 0 ≤ m, r ≤ q − 1. In particular, (A, ◦) ∼= Zp2 ⋊t Zq and (A,+, ◦) is
a bi-skew brace
Proof. The unique subgroup of order q of Aut(A) is the subgroup generated by ϕt,1. The unique
subgroup of order p2 of A is generated by σ. Let G be a regular subgroup with |π2(G)| = q, then
G has the following standard presentation:
Gb = 〈σ, τ
bϕt,1〉,
with 1 ≤ b ≤ q − 1. The group Gb is conjugate to the subgroup
H = 〈σ, τϕt,1〉 ∼= Zp2 ⋊t Zq
by ϕ−11,b . It is easy to check that H is regular. Therefore there exist a unique skew brace with the
desired properties up to isomorphism.
Also, according to [1, Corollary 1.2], we have that (5) defines a bi-skew brace. 
In the following table we summarize the results of this subsection. The columns refer to the
isomorphism class of the multiplicative group.
| ker λ| Zp2q Zp2 ⋊t Zq
pq 1 -
p2 - 1
p2q 1 -
Table 2. Number of skew braces of cyclic type of size p2q for p = 1 (mod q).
3.2. Skew braces of Z2p × Zq-type. In this section A will denote the group Z
2
p × Zq with presen-
tation: 〈
σ, τ, ǫ
∣∣ σp = τp = ǫq = 1, [σ, τ ] = [σ, ǫ] = [τ, ǫ] = 1〉.
The automorphism group of A is isomorphic to GL2(p)×Z
×
q and it has size p(p− 1)
2(p+1)(q− 1).
For a fixed basis of Z2p we can think of the automorphisms of A as Mα where M is an invertible
matrix in such basis and α ∈ Z×q .
If G is a regular subgroup of Hol(A) then |π2(G)| divides p
2q and |Aut(A)|. So |π2(G)| divides
pq since p = 1 (mod q).
Remark 3.5. Then the automorphism of A of order p, q or pq acts trivially on it q-Sylow subgroup,
since p and q does not divide q − 1. Hence, if G is a regular group of size p2q then the action of
π2(G) on the q-Sylow subgroup of A is trivial.
Remark 3.6. It is a well-know fact that, up to conjugation the subgroups of order q of GL2(p)
are generated by one of the matrices
Ds =
[
g 0
0 gs
]
, D˜ =
[
1 0
0 g
]
,
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for s ∈ B.
The subgroups of order p of GL2(p) are the p-Sylow subgroups, and then they are all conjugate
to the group generated by
C =
[
1 1
0 1
]
.
A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of subgroups of order pq of GL2(p) is given by
Hs = 〈C,Ds〉 and H˜ = 〈C, D˜〉, where 0 ≤ s ≤ q−1. Indeed, up to conjugation, we can assume that
the p-Sylow subgroup of a group H of size pq is generated by C. Then the generator of order q is
an upper triangular matrix, since it is in the normalizer of C and then we can assume that H is
generated by C and by diagonal matrix of order q which can be taken to be Ds for 0 ≤ s ≤ q− 1 or
D˜. Such matrices are not conjugate by the elements of the normalizer of C and so the correspondent
groups are not conjugate.
In the following proposition we assume once more that q 6= 1 (mod p) as we did in Proposition
3.3. This is the case of this Section.
Proposition 3.7. Let p, q be primes such that q 6= 1 (mod p). The unique skew brace of A-type
with | ker λ| = pq is (B,+, ◦) wherex1x2
x3
+
y1y2
y3
 =
x1 + y1x2 + y2
x3 + y3
 ,
x1x2
x3
 ◦
y1y2
y3
 =
x1 + y1 + x2y2x2 + y2
x3 + y3
(6)
for every 0 ≤ x1, x2, y1, y2 ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ x3, y3 ≤ q − 1. In particular, (B, ◦) ∼= A.
Proof. Let G ≤ Hol(A) be a regular subgroup and let |π2(G)| = p. According to Remarks 3.5 and
3.6 we can assume that π2(G) is generated by C, up to conjugation. Therefore the group G has
the following standard presentation:
G = 〈v, ǫ, σaτ bC〉
for some a, b. The condition (K) implies that v ∈ 〈σ〉 and then G is abelian. Therefore both the
additive and the multiplicative group of the skew braces obtained by G are abelian, then according
to [9, Corollary 4.3] such skew braces split as a direct product of a skew brace of size p2 and a trivial
skew brace of size q. According to the classification of skew braces of size p2 given in [3, Proposition
2.4], there is just one non-trivial such brace and it leads to formula (6). According to Lemma 2.2,
the group (B, ◦) is isomorphic to A since its p-Sylow subgroup is elementary abelian. 
Lemma 3.8. The skew braces of A-type with | ker λ| = p2 are As = (A,+, ◦) for s ∈ B wherex1x2
x3
+
y1y2
y3
 =
x1 + y1x2 + y2
x3 + y3
 ,
x1x2
x3
 ◦
y1y2
y3
 =
 x1 + gx3y1x2 + (gs)x3 y2
x3 + y3
(7)
for every 0 ≤ x1, x2, y1, y2 ≤ p − 1, 0 ≤ x3, y3 ≤ q − 1. In particular (As, ◦) ∼= Gs, and As is a
bi-skew brace.
Proof. The groups
(8) Hs = 〈σ, τ, ǫDs〉 ∼= Gs,
for s ∈ B are not pairwise conjugated since their image under π2 are not and |π2(Hs)| = q. Assume
that h = σnτm(ǫDs)
l ∈ H is in the stabilizer of 1, i.e. σnτm(ǫDs)
l · 1 = σnτmǫlDls · 1 = σ
nτmǫl = 1.
Then l = n = m = 0 and so h = 1. Since |H| = p2q then H is regular.
We show that every regular subgroup G with |π2(G)| = q is conjugate to one of them. The kernel
ker π2|G is the p-Sylow subgroup of A and the image of π2|G is generated by an automorphism of
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order q. Then, according to Remarks 3.5 and 3.6 we can assume that the automorphism is given
by Ds for s ∈ B. Therefore
G = 〈σ, τ, ǫaDs〉
for some a 6= 0 since G is regular. Then G is conjugate to Hs by the automorphism of Zq mapping
ǫ to ǫa
−1
.
Let As be the skew brace associated to Hs. Then ǫ ∈ Fix(As) and so, As = kerλ + Fix(As).
Therefore we can apply Lemma 2.5 and so λσx1 τx2ǫx3 = λσx1◦τx2◦ǫx3 = λǫx3 = D
x3
s for every
0 ≤ x1, x2, y1, y2 ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ x3, y3 ≤ q − 1. Then (7) follows and the skew braces As are bi-skew
braces according to [1, Proposition 1.1], since (A,+) = Z2p × Zq and (A, ◦) = Z
2
p ⋊Ds Zq. 
Lemma 3.9. The unique skew brace of A-type with | ker λ| = p is (B,+, ◦) wherex1x2
x3
+
y1y2
y3
 =
x1 + y1x2 + y2
x3 + y3
 ,
x1x2
x3
 ◦
y1y2
y3
 =
x1 + gx3y1 + g2−1x3x2y2x2 + g2−1x3y2
x3 + y3
(9)
for every 0 ≤ x1, x2, y1, y2 ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ x3, y3 ≤ q − 1. In particular, (B, ◦) ∼= G2.
Proof. The image under π2 of the group
H = 〈σ, τC, ǫD2−1〉 ∼= G2−1 ∼= G2
has size pq. Assume that h = σn(τC)m(ǫD2−1)
l = σn+
m(m−1)
2 τmCmǫlDl2−1 is in the stabilizer of 1,
i.e. σn+
m(m−1)
2 τmǫl = 1. Therefore n = m = l = 1, so h = 1 and then, since |H| = p2q we have that
H is regular. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = pq. According to Remarks
3.5 and 3.6 we can assume that π2(G) = 〈C,Ds〉 for some s. Then the group G has the following
standard presentation
G = 〈v, uǫaC, wǫbDs〉,
where v, u,w ∈ 〈σ, τ〉. Checking condition (R) for (uǫaC)p ∈ ker π2|G we have a = 0 and by
condition (K) we have v ∈ 〈σ〉. Therefore
G = 〈σ, τaC, τ cǫbDs〉,
where a, b 6= 0 since G is regular. Conjugating by the automorphism a−1I of Z2p and the automor-
phism b−1 of Zq we can assume that a = b = 1. Therefore
G = 〈σ, τC, τ cǫDs〉 = 〈σ, τC, ǫC
−cDs〉,
where the second equality follows by multiplying the last generator by a suitable power of the
second one. Since
ǫC−cDs(τ)DsCD
−1
s C
−cǫ−1 = τ g
s
Cg
1−s
= (τC)g
1−s
= τ g
1−s
Cg
1−s
(mod 〈σ〉)
then s = 2−1. Then G is conjugate to H by Cn where n = c
1−g2−1
.
Let B be the skew brace associated to the subgroup H. Then ǫ ∈ Fix(B) and σ ∈ ker λ, and so
ǫ ◦ ǫ ◦ . . . ◦ ǫ︸ ︷︷ ︸
x3
= ǫx3 , τ ◦ τ ◦ . . . ◦ τ︸ ︷︷ ︸
x2
= σ
x2(x2−1)
2 τx2 = σ
x2(x2−1)
2 ◦ τx2
Hence λσx1τx2ǫx3 = λσx1◦τx2◦ǫx3 = λτx2λǫx3 = C
x2Dx3
2−1
. Then (9) follows. 
Remark 3.10. In order to show that a subgroup of the holomorph is regular we will always check
that the stabilizer of the identity is trivial as we did in Corollary 3.8 and Lemma 3.9 and in the
sequel we will omit the explicit computations.
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The following table summarizes the results of this subsection.
| ker λ| Z2p × Zq G0 G−1 G1 G2 Gk, k 6= 0,±1, 2
−1
p - - - - 1 -
pq 1 - - - - -
p2 - 1 1 1 1 1
p2q 1 - - - - -
Table 3. Number of skew braces of Z2p × Zq-type of size p
2q for p = 1 (mod q).
Note that, for q = 3 we have that 2 = −1 (mod 3).
3.3. Skew brace of Zp2 ⋊t Zq-type. In this section we denote by A the group Zp2 ⋊t Zq where t
is a fixed element of order q in Z×
p2
.
According to the description of the automorphism group of groups of order p2q given in [8,
Theorem 3.4], we have that
φ : Hol(Zp2) = Zp2 ⋊ Z
×
p2
−→ Aut(A), (i, j) 7→ ϕi,j =
{
τ 7→ σiτ,
σ 7→ σj
is an isomorphism of groups. In particular |Aut(A)| = p3(p − 1), and if G is a regular subgroup of
Hol(A) then |π2(G)| divides p
2q.
The following lemma provides an invariant for subgroups of HolA up to conjugation.
Lemma 3.11. The group
H = 〈σ, ϕ1,1〉
is normal in Hol(A) and Hol(A)/H ∼= Zq × Z
×
p2
. In particular, hτafh−1 = τaf (mod H) for every
f, h ∈ Aut(A).
If G is a regular subgroup of Hol(A) then |π2(G)| divides p
2q and p3(p − 1), so divides p2q. Let
us show that such size can not be equal to p.
Lemma 3.12. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A). Then |π2(G)| 6= p.
Proof. Assume that G is a subgroup of size p2q of Hol(A) and |π2(G)| = p. Up to conjugation, we
can choose the generators of kerπ2|G to be τ and σ
p. Hence the standard presentation is
G = 〈τ, σp, σaα〉,
where α is an automorphism of order p and so α(τ) = σpnτ for some n. By condition (K) we have
that
σaατα−1σ−a = σa+pnτσ−a = σ(1−t)a+pnτ ∈ 〈τ, σp〉.
Then (1 − t)a has to be a multiple of p and since 1 − t is invertible modulo p2 then also a is a
multiple of p. Hence π1(G) ⊆ 〈σ
p, τ〉 and then G is not regular. 
Lemma 3.13. The skew braces of A-type with | ker λ| = p2 are As = (A,+, ◦) for 1 ≤ s ≤ q − 1
where (
x1
x2
)
+
(
y1
y2
)
=
(
x1 + t
x2y1
x2 + y2
)
,
(
x1
x2
)
◦
(
y1
y2
)
=
(
x1 + t
(s+1)x2y1
x2 + y2
)
(10)
for every 0 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ p
2 − 1, 0 ≤ y1, y2 ≤ q − 1. In particular, As is a bi-skew brace and
(As, ◦) ∼=
{
Zp2q, if s = −1,
A, otherwise.
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Proof. According to Remark 3.10, arguing as in Lemma 3.9, it is easy to show that the groups
Gs = 〈σ, τ
sϕ0,t〉 ≤ Hol(A)
are regular. If Gs and Gs′ are conjugate by an element h ∈ NAut(A)(ϕ0,t). Then hτ
sϕ0,th
−1 ∈ Gs′ .
According to Lemma 3.11, then hτ sϕ0,th
−1 = τ sϕ0,t (mod 〈σ, ϕ1,1〉) and since h normalizes ϕ0,t,
they are equal (mod 〈σ〉). Therefore π2(τ
sϕ0,t) = ϕ0,t, then τ
sϕ0,t = τ
s′ϕ0,t (mod σ) and so
s = s′.
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = q. Up to conjugation, the unique subgroup
of order q in Aut(A) is generated by ϕ0,g and the unique subgroup of order p
2 of A is its normal
p-Sylow 〈σ〉. Then G is conjugate to Gs for some s 6= 0.
For the skew brace As associated to Gs we have that As = kerλ + Fix(As). So according to
Lemma 2.5, the multiplicative group structure of As is given by the formula (10). According to [1,
Corollary 1.2], As is a bi-skew brace, since (As,+) = Zp2 ⋊t Zq and (As, ◦) = Zp2 ⋊ts+1 Zq. 
Lemma 3.14. A set of representatives of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = p
2 is
Gs = 〈τ, σ
1
t−1ϕ1,(p+1)s〉 ∼= Zp2q
for s = 0, 1.
Proof. The groups Gs are regular and they are not conjugate since their images under π2 are not.
If G is a regular subgroup of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = p
2, then | ker π2|G| = q and so kerπ2|G =
〈σaτ〉 for some a. So G has a normal q-Sylow subgroup and then G is abelian. According to Lemma
2.2, the p-Sylow group of the skew brace associated to G is cyclic and then so it is π2(G). The
unique cyclic subgroups of order p2 of Aut(A) up to conjugation are 〈ϕ1,(p+1)s〉 for s = 0, 1. Up to
conjugation by ϕ−a1,1, we can assume that kerπ2|G is generated by τ . Therefore
G = 〈τ, σbϕ1,(p+1)s〉
for some b 6= 0. From the abelianess of G we have that b = 1
t−1 . 
Lemma 3.15. There exists a unique conjugacy class of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| =
pq. A representative is
H = 〈σp+1τ−1ϕ0,t(p+1)〉 ∼= Zp2q.
Proof. The group H is regular. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = pq. Then
ker π2|G = 〈σ
p〉. Up to conjugation, the subgroups of size pq of Aut(A) are 〈ϕp,1, ϕ0,t〉 and
〈ϕ0,t(p+1)〉 = 〈ϕ0,t, ϕ0,p+1〉.
In the first case, we have
G = 〈σp, σaτ bϕp,1, σ
cτdϕ0,t〉.
From the condition (R) for (σaτ bϕp,1)
p ∈ kerπ2|G it follows that b = 0. According to Lemma 2.2,
the p-Sylow subgroup of G is cyclic and the action by conjugation of h = σcτdϕ0,t on it is given by:
hσph−1 = σpt
d+1
, hσaϕp,1h
−1 = (σaϕp,1)
t.
Then td+1 = t, so d = 0 and π1(G) ⊆ 〈σ〉. Therefore G is not regular, contradiction.
Let π2(G) = 〈ϕ0,t, ϕ0,p+1〉. Then,
G = 〈σp, σaτ bϕ0,p+1, σ
cτdϕ0,t〉.
From condition (K) we have that b = 0, d = −1 (mod q), and c = 0 (mod p) and so a 6= 0 (mod p)
since G is regular. Conjugating by ϕ0,a−1 , we can assume that a = 1. So
G = 〈σp, σϕ0,p+1, τ
−1ϕ0,t〉.
Therefore H ≤ G and since |H| = |G| equality holds. 
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Lemma 3.16. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = p
2q is
Gd = 〈σ
1
t−1ϕ1,1, τ
dϕ0,t〉 ∼= A,
where 1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1.
Proof. It is easy to check that the groups Gd for 1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1 have the desired properties. The
same argument used in Lemma 3.13 shows that they are not pairwise conjugate.
Let G be a regular subgroup with |π2(G)| = p
2q. According to Lemma 2.2, the p-Sylow subgroup
of the multiplicative group of the skew brace associated to G is cyclic, and then so it is the p-Sylow
subgroup of π2(G). Up to conjugation we can assume that π2(G) is 〈ϕ1,1, ϕ0,t〉 ∼= A, i.e.
G = 〈σaτ bϕ1,1, σ
cτdϕ0,t〉.
From condition (K) we have that the standard presentation of G is
G = 〈σ
1
t−1ϕ1,1, σ
cτdϕ0,t〉
where d 6= 0 since G is regular. If d = −1 then from the condition (σcτdϕ0,t)
q = 1 it follows that
c = 0. Otherwise, G is conjugate to Gd by ϕn,1 where n =
c(t−1)
1−td+1
. 
We summarize the contents of this subsection in the following table.
| ker λ| Zp2q Zp2 ⋊t Zq
1 - q − 1
p 1 -
q 2 -
p2 1 q − 2
p2q - 1
Table 4. Number of skew braces of Zp2 ⋊t Zq-type of size p
2q for p = 1 (mod q).
3.4. Skew brace of Gk-type for k 6= 0,±1. In this section we assume that k 6= 0, 1,−1. Recall
that a presentation of the group Gk is the following
(11) Gk = 〈σ, τ, ǫ
∣∣ σp = τp = ǫq = 1, ǫσǫ−1 = σg, ǫτǫ−1 = τ gk〉.
An automorphism of Gk is determined by its image on the generators, i.e. by its restriction to 〈σ, τ〉
given by a matrix and by the image on ǫ. According to [8, Subsections 4.1, 4.2],the mapping
φ : Z2p ⋊ρ
(
Z
×
p × Z
×
p
)
−→ Aut(Gk),
[(n,m), (a, b))] 7→ h =
h|〈σ,τ〉 =
[
a 0
0 b
]
,
ǫ 7→ σnτmǫ,
where ρ(a, b)(n,m) = (an, bm) is a group isomorphism. In particular, |Aut(Gk)| = p
2(p − 1)2 and
the unique p-Sylow subgroup of Aut(Gk) is generated by α1 = [(1, 0), (1, 1)] and α2 = [(0, 1), (1, 1)].
The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 3.11.
Lemma 3.17. The group
H = 〈σ, τ, α1, α2〉
is normal in Hol(Gk) and Hol(Gk)/H ∼= Zq × Z
×
p × Z
×
p . In particular, hǫ
afh−1 = ǫaf (mod H) for
every f, h ∈ Aut(Gk).
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Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(Gk). Then |π2(G)| divides p
2q and |Aut(Gk)| and so we need
to discuss all possible cases {p, p2, q, pq, p2q}.
Proposition 3.18. The skew braces of Gk-type with | ker λ| = p
2 are Aa,b = (A,+, ◦) for {0 ≤
a, b ≤ q − 1 : (a, b) 6= (0, 0)}, wherex1x2
x3
+
y1y2
y3
 =
 x1 + gx3y1x2 + (gk)x3 y2
x3 + y3
 ,
x1x2
x3
 ◦
y1y2
y3
 =
x1 + g(a+1)x3y1x2 + g(b+k)x3y2
x3 + y3
(12)
for every 0 ≤ x1, x2, y1, y2 ≤ p − 1, 0 ≤ x3, y3 ≤ q − 1. In particular, there are q
2 − 1 such skew
braces, they are bi-skew braces and
(Aa,b, ◦) ∼=

Z
2
p × Zq, if a = −1, b = −k,
G0, if a = −1, b 6= −k,
G b+k
a+1
, otherwise.
Proof. The groups Ga,b = 〈σ, τ, ǫγ
a
1γ
b
2〉 where γ1 = [(0, 0), (g, 1)] and γ2 = [(0, 0), (1, g)] are regular.
If Ga,b and Gc,d are conjugate by h ∈ Aut(Gk), then h〈γ
a
1γ
b
2〉h
−1 = 〈γc1γ
d
2〉 and hǫγ
a
1γ
b
2h
−1 ∈ Gc,d.
Since hǫγa1γ
b
2h
−1 = ǫγa1γ
b
2 (mod 〈σ, τ〉), then π2(ǫγ
a
1γ
b
2) = π2(ǫγ
c
1γ
d
2 ) and so (a, b) = (c, d).
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) such that |π2(G)| = q. Up to conjugation, we can assume
that π2(G) is generated by γ
a
1γ
b
2 where (a, b) 6= (0, 0). Therefore
G = 〈σ, τ, ǫnγa1γ
b
2〉
where n 6= 0 because G is regular. Therefore G = Gan−1,bn−1 .
Let Aa,b be the skew brace associated to the regular subgroup Ga,b. Note that ǫ ∈ Fix(Aa,b) and
σ, τ ∈ ker λ. Therefore we can apply Lemma 2.5 and (12) follows. According to [1, Proposition
1.1], Aa,b is a bi-skew braces since (Aa,b,+) = Z
2
p ⋊ρ Zq, (Aa,b, ◦) = Z
2
p ⋊η Zq and the images of ρ
and η commute. 
Lemma 3.19. A set of representative regular subgroups G of Hol(Gk) with |π2(G)| = p is
H1 = 〈ǫ, τ, σ
1
g−1α1〉 ∼= G0, K1 = 〈ǫ, τ, σ
1
g−1α1α2〉 ∼= G0,
H2 = 〈ǫ, σ, τ
1
gk−1α2〉 ∼= G0, K2 = 〈ǫ, σ, τ
1
gk−1α1α2〉 ∼= G0.
Proof. Up to conjugation, the subgroups of order p of Aut(Gk) are 〈α1〉, 〈α2〉, 〈α1α2〉. The groups
in the list of the statement have the desired properties and they are not conjugate since either their
images or their kernels with respect to π2 are not.
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(Gk) with |π2(G)| = p. The kernel of π2 has size pq and
therefore it has an element of order q of the form uǫ where u ∈ 〈σ, τ〉. The subgroup L = 〈α1, α2〉
normalizes π2(G), so we can conjugate G by a suitable element of L and assume that u = 0. Then
the kernel has the form 〈ǫ, v〉 for v ∈ 〈σ, τ〉. The p-Sylow subgroup of ker π2 is normal and therefore
v = σ or τ . Therefore the group G has the following form
G = 〈ǫ, v, wθ〉
where θ ∈ {α1, α2, α1α2} and, either v = σ and w ∈ 〈τ〉 or v = τ and w ∈ 〈σ〉. By condition (K)
and the fact that w 6= 1 because G is regular, it follows that G is either Hi or Ki for i = 1, 2. 
Lemma 3.20. There exists a unique conjugacy class of regular subgroups G of Hol(Gk) with
|π2(G)| = p
2. A representative is
H = 〈ǫ, σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
gk−1α2〉 ∼= Z
2
p × Zq.
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Proof. The subgroup H has the desired properties. Let G be a regular subgroup with |π2(G)| = p
2.
Then the image of π2 is the unique p-Sylow subgroup of Aut(Gk). The kernel is a subgroup of order
q of G, and up to conjugation we can assume that it is generated by ǫ. In particular, G is abelian
and we have that
G = 〈ǫ, τaσbα1, τ
cσdα2〉.
The group G is abelian if and only if a = d = 0, b = 1
g−1 and c =
1
gk−1
, i.e. G = H. 
To compute the regular subgroups of Hol(Gk) with image under π2 of size pq and p
2q we are
computing the conjugacy classes of subgroups of size pq and p2q of Aut(Gk).
Lemma 3.21. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of subgroups of Aut(Gk) of order pq
and order p2q are
Size G Parameters Class
pq H1,s = 〈α1, βs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1 Zp ⋊t Zq
H2,s = 〈α2, βs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1 Zpq, if s = 0,
Zp ⋊t Zq, otherwise.
Ki = 〈αi, β˜〉 i = 1, 2 Zpq, if i = 1,
Zp ⋊t Zq, if i = 2.
W = 〈α1α2, β1〉 - Zp ⋊t Zq
p2q Ts = 〈α1, α2, βs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1 Gs
U = 〈α1, α2, β˜〉 - G0
where βs = [(0, 0), (g, g
s)] and β˜ = [(0, 0), (1, g)].
Proof. Let G be a subgroup of size pq of Aut(Gk). Then G is generated by an element of order p
and an element of order q. The element of order p belongs to the subgroup generated by α1, α2
and up to conjugation there are three elements of order p, namely α1, α2, α1α2. The elements of
order q are of the form αn1α
m
2 βs for s 6= 0, α
n
1β0 or α
m
2 β˜.
If the p-Sylow subgroup of G is generated by αi, i = 1, 2, using that
[(a, b), (x, y)]αn1α
m
2 βs[(a, b), (x, y)]
−1 = α
xn+(1−g)a
1 α
ym+(1−gs)b
2 βs,(13)
[(a, b), (x, y)]αn1 β0[(a, b), (x, y)]
−1 = α
xn+(1−g)a
1 β0,
[(a, b), (x, y)]αm2 β˜[(a, b), (x, y)]
−1 = α
ym+(1−g)b
2 β˜,
we have that G is conjugate to Hi,s or to Ki. If the p-Sylow subgroup of G is generated by α1α2
then necessarily the element of order q has form αn1α
m
2 β1, since the p-Sylow subgroup has to be
normal. In such case, then G = 〈α1α2, α
n
1α
m
2 β1〉 = 〈α1α2, α
n−m
1 β1〉 and according to (13), G is
conjugate to W by a suitable power of α1.
If G is a subgroup of order p2q, then G is generated by α1, α2 and an element of order q, which
can be chosen to be βs for 0 ≤ s ≤ q−1 or β˜. Such groups are not conjugate, since their restriction
to 〈σ, τ〉 are not. 
In the following we are employing the same notation as in Lemma 3.21.
Lemma 3.22. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of subgroups G of Hol(Gk) with |π2(G)| =
pq is
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π2(G) Subgroups Parameters Isomorphism class #
H1,s H˜1,s,d = 〈τ, σ
1
g−1α1, ǫ
dβs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1, Gdk+s q(q − 1)
1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1
Ĥ1,s = 〈σ, τα1, ǫ
1−s
k βs〉 2 ≤ s ≤ q G k−s+1
k
q − 1
H1,s = 〈στ, σ
1
g−1α1, ǫ
s−1
1−kβs〉 2 ≤ s ≤ q G s−k
1−k
q − 1
H2,s H˜2,s,d = 〈σ, τ
1
gk−1α2, ǫ
dβs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1, Z
2
p × Zq, if s = 0, d = −1, q(q − 1)
1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1 G0, if s 6= 0, d = −1,
G s
d+1
, otherwise.
Ĥ2,s = 〈τ, σα2, ǫ
s−1βs〉 2 ≤ s ≤ q G0, if s = 0, q − 1
G s(k+1)−k
s
, otherwise.
H2,s = 〈στ, τ
1
gk−1α2, ǫ
s−1
1−kβs〉 2 ≤ s ≤ q G0 if s = 0, q − 1
G s−k
s(1−k)
, otherwise.
K1 K˜1,d = 〈τ, σ
1
g−1α1, ǫ
dβ˜〉 1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1 Z2p × Zq if d = −k
−1, q − 1
G0, otherwise.
K̂1 = 〈σ, τα1, ǫ
−k−1β˜〉 - G0 1
K1 = 〈στ, σ
1
g−1α1, ǫ
1
1−k β˜〉 - G0 1
K2 K˜2,d = 〈σ, τ
1
gk−1α2, ǫ
dβ˜〉 1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1 Gd q − 1
K̂2 = 〈τ, σα2, ǫβ˜〉 - Gk+1 1
K2 = 〈στ, τ
1
gk−1α2, ǫ
1
1−k β˜〉 - G 1
1−k
1
W W˜d = 〈σ, τ
1
gk−1α1α2, ǫ
dβ1〉 1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1 Gd+1 q − 1
Ŵd = 〈τ, σ
1
g−1α1α2, ǫ
dβ1〉 1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1 Gdk+1 q − 1
Proof. All the subgroups in the table have the desired properties. The subgroups with the same
image under π2 and belonging to different rows of the tables are not conjugate, since their kernels
with respect to π2 are not. Indeed, a set of representative of the orbits of the elements of 〈σ, τ〉
under the action of Aut(Gk) is {σ, τ, στ}.
We focus on the case when the image under π2 is H1,s, for the other cases we can apply the same
ideas, so we omit the computation.
If H˜1,s,c and H˜1,s,d are conjugate by h ∈ Aut(A) then hǫ
cβsh
−1 ∈ H˜1,s,d. According to Lemma
3.17, hǫcβsh
−1 = ǫcβs (mod H) where H = 〈σ, τ, α1, α2〉. Then, since π2(hǫ
cβsh
−1) = βs (mod α1)
then ǫcβs = ǫ
dβs (mod H) and so c = d.
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(Gk) with π2(G) = H1,s. The kernel of π2 is a subgroup of
order p of Gk and we can choose it up to the action of the normalizer of H1,s on the subgroups of
〈σ, τ〉. Since {[(0, 0), (a, b)] : 1 ≤ a, b ≤ p − 1} ≤ NAut(Gk)(H1,s), we can assume that the kernel is
generated by σ, by τ or by στ .
(i) Assume that the kernel of π2 is generated by σ. Then τ
aǫbα1 ∈ G for some a, b. From the
(R) condition (τaǫbα1)
p ∈ ker π2 we have that b = 0 and since G is regular then a 6= 0. Hence, up
to conjugating by [(0, 0), (1, a−1)] we can assume that a = 1, therefore G has the form
G = 〈σ, τα1, τ
cǫdβs〉 = 〈σ, τα1, α
−c
1 ǫ
dβs〉.
From the (R) conditions (α−c1 ǫ
dβs)τα1(α
−c
1 ǫ
dβs)
−1 = (τα1)
g (mod kerπ2) it follows that d =
1−s
k
.
The group G is regular, then d 6= 0 and so s 6= 1. If dk + s = 0 then c = 0 since (τ cǫdβs)
q ∈ kerπ2,
otherwise, if c 6= 0 we have that G is conjugate to Ĥ1,s by a suitable power of α1.
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(ii) Assume that the kernel of π2 is generated by τ . Then
G = 〈τ, σaǫbα1, σ
cǫdβs〉.
From the (R) conditions we have that b = 0, a = 1
g−1 and d 6= 0 since G is regular. If d + 1 = 0
then c = 0 since (σcǫdβs)
q ∈ ker π2, otherwise, we have that G is conjugate to H˜1,s,d by a suitable
power of α1.
(iii) Assume that the kernel of π2 is generated by στ . Then
G = 〈στ, σaǫbα1, σ
cǫdβs〉.
The (R) conditions imply that b = 0, a = 1
g−1 and d 6= 0 since G is regular. From the (K) condition
it follows that d = s−11−k and so s 6= 1. If d + 1 = 0 then c = 0 since (σ
cǫdβs)
q ∈ kerπ2, otherwise,
we have that G is conjugate to H1,s by a suitable power of α1. 
Lemma 3.23. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(Gk) with
|π2(G)| = p
2q is
π2(G) Subgroups Parameters Isomorphism class #
Ts T˜c,s = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
gk−1α2, ǫ
cβs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1 Gs q(q − 1)
1 ≤ c ≤ q − 1
T̂s = 〈τσ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
gk−1α2, ǫ
1−sβs〉 2 ≤ s ≤ q Gs q − 1
T s = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, στ
1
gk−1α2, ǫ
1−s
k βs〉 2 ≤ s ≤ q Gs q − 1
U U˜c = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
gk−1α2, ǫ
cβ˜〉 1 ≤ c ≤ q − 1 G0 q − 1
Û = 〈τσ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
gk−1α2, ǫ
−k−1 β˜〉 - G0 1
U = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
gk−1σα2, ǫβ˜〉 - G0 1
.
Proof. First, we show that the subgroups in the statement are not pairwise conjugated and then
we will see that every regular subgroup of Hol(Gk) is conjugated to one of these.
If two regular subgroups of Hol(Gk) are conjugate, so the corresponding p-Sylow are conjugated
too. Therefore the groups of the families {T˜c,s : 0 ≤ s, c ≤ q − 1, c 6= 0}, {T̂s : 2 ≤ s ≤ q} and
{Us : 2 ≤ s ≤ q} are not conjugate since their p-Sylow subgroups are not. The same argument
used in Lemma 3.22 shows that if T˜c,s and T˜d,s are conjugate then c = d.
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(Gk) with π2(G) = Ts. Then
G = 〈uǫaα1, vǫ
bα2, wǫ
cβs〉,
for u, v, w ∈ 〈σ, τ〉 and 0 ≤ a, b, c ≤ q − 1. From the (R) conditions we have that c = b = 0, so
c 6= 0 since G is regular and u = σ
1
g−1 τn and v = σmτ
1
gk−1 where either n = 0 or c = k−1(1 − s)
and either m = 0 or c = s− 1.
If n = m = 0, then we have that
G = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
gk−1α2, σ
aτ bǫcβs〉
for some a, b.
Let (n,m) 6= (0, 0). Note that c = k−1(1−s) = s−1 implies s = 1 and then c = 0, contradiction.
So either c = s − 1 and m = 0 or c = k−1(1 − s) and n = 0. Consequently, in both cases s 6= 1.
Conjugating G respectively by the automorphism h = [(0, 0), (n−1, 1)] or g = [(0, 0), (1,m−1)] we
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have that G has one of the following form
G = 〈τσ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
gk−1α2, σ
aτ bǫ1−sβs〉,
G = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, στ
1
gk−1α2, σ
aτ bǫ
1−s
k βs〉,
for some a, b. In both cases, since (wǫcβs)
p = 1 we have that if c+1 = 0 then a = 0 and if ck+s = 0
then b = 0. Hence G is conjugate to T˜c,s, T̂s or T s respectively, by h = [(r, t), (1, 1)] where (r, t) is
a solution of the following system of linear equations:{
r(gc+1 − 1) = a(1− g)
t(1− gck+s) = b(1− gk)
.
We can use the same ideas when π2(G) = U . In such case, G is conjugate to U˜c, Û or U . 
We summarize the content of this section in the following table:
| ker λ| Z2p × Zq Gk Gs, s 6= 0,±1, k G0 G−1 G1
1 - 2(q + 1) 2(q + 1) 2(q + 1) q + 1 q − 1
p 2 4(q + 2) 4(q + 2) 4(q + 1) 2(q + 2) 2(q − 1)
q 1 - - - - -
pq - - - 4 - -
p2 1 2q − 3 2(q − 1) 2(q − 1) q − 1 q − 1
p2q - 1 - - - -
Table 5. Number of skew braces of Gk-type of size p
2q for p = 1 (mod q).
3.5. Skew braces of G0-type. Let us consider the group G0 with presentation
G0 = 〈σ, τ, ǫ, σ
p = τp = ǫq = [σ, τ ] = [τ, ǫ] = 1, ǫσǫ−1 = σg〉.
According to the description of the automorphisms of A provided in [8, Theorem 3.1, 3.4], the map
φ : Zp ⋊ρ
(
Z
×
p × Z
×
p
)
−→ Aut(G0), [n, (a, b)] 7→ h =
{
h|〈σ,τ〉 =
[
a 0
0 b
]
, ǫ 7→ σnǫ ,
where ρ(a, b)(n) = an , is a group isomorphism. In particular, |Aut(G0)| = p(p−1)
2 and its p-Sylow
is generated by α = [1, (1, 1)].
If G be a regular subgroup of Hol(G0), then |π2(G)| divides p
2q and |Aut(G0)|, so it divides pq.
Proposition 3.24. The skew braces of G0-type with | ker λ| = p
2 are Aa,b = (A,+, ◦) for {0 ≤
a, b ≤ q − 1 : (a, b) 6= (0, 0)}, wherex1x2
x3
+
y1y2
y3
 =
 x1 + gx3y1x2 + (gk)x3 y2
x3 + y3
 ,
x1x2
x3
 ◦
y1y2
y3
 =
x1 + g(a+1)x3y1x2 + gbx3y2
x3 + y3
(14)
for every 0 ≤ x1, x2, y1, y2 ≤ p − 1, 0 ≤ x3, y3 ≤ q − 1. In particular, there are q
2 − 1 such skew
braces, they are bi-skew braces and
(Aa,b, ◦) ∼=

Z
2
p × Zq, if a = −1, b = 0,
G0, if a = −1, b 6= 0,
G b
a+1
, otherwise.
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Proof. We can use the very same argument of the proof of Proposition 3.18 to compute the conju-
gacy classes of regular subgroups of Hol(G0) with size of the image under π2 equal to q. It turns
out that the representatives are
Ga,b = 〈σ, τ, ǫγ
a
1γ
b
2〉
where γ1 = [0, (g, 1)], γ2 = [0, (1, g)], (a, b) 6= (0, 0). The formula follows using the same argument
as in Proposition 3.18 
Lemma 3.25. A set of representative regular subgroups G of Hol(G0) with |π2(G)| = p is
H = 〈ǫ, τ, σ
1
g−1α〉 ∼= Z2p × Zq, K = 〈ǫ, σ, τα〉
∼= G0.
Proof. The subgroup H and K have the desired properties and they are not conjugate, since their
kernel are not in the same orbit with respect to the action of Aut(G0).
The unique subgroup of order p of Aut(G0) is 〈α〉 and it is normal. The kernel has the form
〈σbǫ, u〉 for some b and some v ∈ 〈σ, τ〉. Up to conjugation we can assume that b = 0 and that
u = σ, τ or στ . If u = στ , then the p-Sylow of the kernel of G is not normal.
If u = τ , then
G = 〈ǫ, τ, σaα〉.
From the condition (R) it follows that a = 1
g−1 , i.e. G = H.
If u = σ, then
G = 〈ǫ, σ, τaα〉,
for some a 6= 0. So G is conjugate to K by [(0, 0), (1, a−1)] 
Arguing similarly to Lemma 3.21 we have that a set of representative of conjugacy classes of
subgroups of order pq of Aut(G0) is
Ts = 〈α, βs〉, U = 〈α, β˜〉
where βs = [0, (g, gs)] and 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1 and β˜ = [0, (1, g)].
Lemma 3.26. A set of representatives of regular subgroups G of Hol(G0) with |π2(G)| = pq is
π2(G) Subgroups Isomorphism class Parameters #
Ts T˜s,c = 〈τ, σ
1
g−1α, ǫcβs〉 Gs 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1 q(q − 1)
1 ≤ c ≤ q − 1
T̂s = 〈στ, σ
1
g−1α, ǫs−1βs〉 Gs 2 ≤ s ≤ q q − 1
T1 T 1,c = 〈σ, τα, ǫ
cβ1〉 Gc+1 1 ≤ c ≤ q − 1 q − 1
U U˜c = 〈τ, σ
1
g−1α, ǫcβ˜〉 G0 1 ≤ c ≤ q − 1 q − 1
Û = 〈στ, σ
1
g−1α, ǫβ˜〉 G0 - 1
.
In particular, there are q2 + 2q − 2 such groups.
Proof. The groups in the table have the desired properties and they are not conjugate (using the
same argument used in the previous section).
Assume that G is a regular subgroup of Hol(G0) and that π2(G) = Ts. Then
G = 〈v, uǫaα,wǫbβs〉
for u, v, w ∈ 〈σ, τ〉 and 0 ≤ a, b ≤ q− 1. From the (R) condition (uǫaα)p ∈ 〈v〉 it follows that a = 0
and therefore b 6= 0 since G is regular. Since
ǫbβs(v)ǫ
b = Db0βs(v),
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and since Db0βs is a diagonal matrix with entries g
b+1, gs, the condition (K) implies that either
b = s− 1 or v = σ, τ .
Let assume that v = σ. Then
G = 〈σ, τaα, τ cǫbβs〉,
where a 6= 0. From the (K) conditions it follows that s = 1 and G is conjugate to T 1,b by
αn[0, (1, a−1)] for a suitable n.
If v = τ a similar argument show that G is conjugate to T˜b,s
Assume that b = s− 1 and then s 6= 1. We have that G has the following form:
G = 〈v, uα,wǫs−1βs〉.
The (K) conditions imply that u = σ
1
g−1 (mod 〈v〉) and so
G = 〈v, σ
1
g−1α,wǫs−1βs〉,
where v /∈ 〈σ〉. Up to conjugation by the elements of the form [0, (a, b)] we can choose v to be
either τ or στ . Then if v = τ (resp. v = στ) then G is conjugate to T˜s,b (resp. T̂s) by a suitable
power of α.
A similar argument shows that if π2(G) = U then G is conjugate to U˜c or to Û . 
Remark 3.27. The skew brace B is a direct product of if and only if there exists I, J ideals of B
such that I + J = B and I ∩ J = 0.
The following are the skew braces of G0-type which are direct products of the trivial skew brace
of size p and a skew brace of size pq.
(i) The skew braces B ∼= Aa,0 for a 6= −1 as defined in Corollary 3.24 are direct product of the
trivial skew brace of size p and a skew brace of size pq with | kerB2| = p ([1, Theorem 3.9]).
(ii) The skew brace associated to the group H of Lemma 3.25 is the direct product of the trivial
skew brace of size p and the unique skew brace of size pq with | ker λ| = q ([1, Theorem
3.6]).
(iii) The skew brace associated to T˜0,c for c 6= 0 as defined in Lemma 3.26 is the direct product
of the trivial skew brace of size p and a skew brace of size pq with | ker λ| = 1 [1, Theorem
3.12].
We summarize the contents of this subsection in the following table:
| ker λ| Z2p × Zq Gk G0 G−1 G1
p - 2(q + 1) 2q + 1 q + 1 q − 1
pq 1 - 1 - -
p2 1 2(q − 1) 2q − 3 q − 1 q − 1
p2q - - 1 - -
Table 6. Number of skew braces of G0-type of size p
2q for p = 1 (mod q).
3.6. Skew braces of G−1-type. Let us consider the group G−1 with presentation
G−1 = 〈σ, τ, ǫ, σ
p = τp = ǫq = [σ, τ ] = 1, ǫσǫ−1 = σg, ǫτǫ−1 = τ g
−1
〉.
Let
T =
(
Z
2
p ⋊ρ (Z
×
p × Z
×
p )
)
⋊ρ′ Z2
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where ρ(a, b)(n,m) = (an, bm), ρ′(−1)[(n,m), (a, b)] = [(−g−1m,−gn), (b, a)] for every 0 ≤ n,m ≤
p− 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1. According to [8, Subsections 4.1, 4.3], the mapping
φ : T −→ Aut(G−1) [(n,m), (a, b),±1] 7→ h± =
{
h±|〈σ,τ〉 = H±(a, b),
ǫ 7→ σnτmǫ±1,
where
H+(a, b) =
[
a 0
0 b
]
, H−(a, b) =
[
0 a
b 0
]
,
is an isomorphism.
Since the p-Sylow subgroup of G−1 is characteristic, there exist a group homomorphism
ν : Aut(G−1) −→ Aut(G−1/〈σ, τ〉), h± 7→ ±1.
The kernel of ν is denoted by Aut(G−1)
+ and it contains the p-Sylow of Aut(G−1), generated by
α1 = [(1, 0), (1, 1), 1] and α2 = [(0, 1), (1, 1), 1], and the elements of odd order of Aut(G−1). In
particular, Aut(G−1) is generated by Aut(G−1)
+ and ψ = [(0, 0), (1, 1),−1], defined by
(15) ψ =
{
σ 7→ τ, τ 7→ σ, ǫ 7→ ǫ−1 .
Proposition 3.28. The skew braces of G−1-type with | ker λ| = p
2 are Aa,b = (A,+, ◦) for (a, b) 6=
(0, 0), wherex1x2
x3
+
y1y2
y3
 =
 x1 + gx3y1x2 + (gk)x3 y2
x3 + y3
 ,
x1x2
x3
 ◦
y1y2
y3
 =
x1 + g(a+1)x3y1x2 + g(b−1)x3y2
x3 + y3
(16)
for every 0 ≤ x1, x2, y1, y2 ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ x3, y3 ≤ q − 1. In particular, they are bi-skew braces and
(Aa,b, ◦) ∼=

Z
2
p × Zq, if a = −1, b = 1,
G0, if a = −1, b 6= 1,
G b−1
a+1
, otherwise.
Moreover, Aa,b ∼= Ac,d if and only if (c, d) = (−b,−a) and so there are
(q−1)(q+2)
2 such skew braces.
Proof. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(G−1) such that |π2(G)| = q and then π2(G) ≤ Aut(G−1)
+.
Arguing as in Proposition 3.18 we can show that every such group is conjugate to a subgroup
Ga,b = 〈σ, τ, ǫγ
a
1γ
b
2〉.
This subgroup is conjugate to G−b,−a by ψ as defined in (15) Hence the groups of the form Ga,−a
are normalized by ψ and the other orbits have length 2. Therefore there are
q − 1 +
q(q − 1)
2
=
(q − 1)(q + 2)
2
orbits under the action of ψ. The formula follows by the same argument of Proposition 3.18. 
Lemma 3.29. A set of representative regular subgroups G of Hol(G−1) with |π2(G)| = p is
H1 = 〈ǫ, τ, σ
1
λ−1α1〉, K1 = 〈ǫ, τ, σ
1
λ−1α1α2〉.
Proof. Arguing as in Lemma 3.19 we can show that every regular subgroup of Hol(G−1) with
|πs(G)| = p is conjugate to Hi,Ki for i = 1, 2. It is easy to see that H1 is conjugate to H2 by the
automorphism ψ and that K1 is conjugate to K2 by the automorphism [(0, 0), (g
2 , 1),−1]. 
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Lemma 3.30. There exists a unique conjugacy class of regular subgroups G of Hol(G−1) with
|π2(G)| = p
2. A representative is
H = 〈ǫ, σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
g−1−1α2〉 ∼= Z
2
p × Zq,
Proof. The group H has the desired properties. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(G−1) such that
|π2(G)| = p
2. Then the kernel is a normal q-Sylow subgroup of G and so G is abelian. The image
π2(G) coincide with the normal p-Sylow of Aut(G−1), generated by α1, α2. Up to conjugation by a
suitable element of π2(G), we can choose the generator of the kernel to be ǫ. Therefore
G = 〈ǫ, σaτ bα1, σ
cτdα2〉.
The group is abelian, therefore b = c = 0, a = 1
g−1 and t =
1
g−1−1
. 
Lemma 3.31. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of subgroups of Aut(G−1) of order pq
and p2q is
Size G Parameters Class
pq H1,s = 〈α1, βs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1 Zp ⋊g Zq
H2,0 = 〈α2, β0〉 - Zpq
W = 〈α1α2, β1〉 - Zp ⋊g Zq
p2q Ts = 〈α1, α2, βs〉 ∼= Gs s ∈ B Gs
where βs = [(0, 0), (g, g
s), 1].
Proof. The subgroups of size pq of Aut(G−1)
+ up to conjugation are collected in Lemma 3.21. We
need to compute the orbits of such groups under the action by conjugation of ψ. It is easy to see
that ψ〈α1, βs〉ψ = 〈α2, βs−1〉 for s 6= 0, ψ〈α2, β0〉ψ = 〈α1, β˜〉, ψTSψ = Ts−1 , ψUψ = T0 and ψWψ
is conjugate to W by an element of Aut(G−1)
+. 
Lemma 3.32. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(G−1)
with |π2(G)| = pq is the following:
π2(G) Subgroups Parameters Isomorphism class #
H1,s H˜1,s,d = 〈τ, σ
1
g−1α1, ǫ
dβs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1, Gs−d q(q − 1)
1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1
Ĥs = 〈σ, τα1, ǫ
s−1βs〉 2 ≤ s ≤ q Gs q − 1
Hs = 〈στ, σ
1
g−1α1, ǫ
1−s
2 βs〉 2 ≤ s ≤ q G s+1
2
q − 1
H2,0 H˜2,0,d = 〈σ, τ
1
g−1−1α2, ǫ
dβ0〉 1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1 Z
2
p × Zq, if d = −1 q − 1
G0, otherwise
Ĥs,0 = 〈τ, σα2, ǫ
−1β0〉 - G0 1
H2,0 = 〈στ, τ
1
g−1−1α2, ǫ
− 1
2β0〉 - G0 1
W W˜d = 〈σ, τ
1
g−1−1α1α2, ǫ
dβ1〉 1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1 Gd+1 q − 1
Proof. In order to compute the regular subgroups of Hol(G−1) up to conjugation we need to compute
the conjugacy classes of subgroup with a fixed image under π2 with respect to the action of the
normalizer of the image. If π2(G) 6= W we can conclude as in Lemma 3.22, since its normalizer is
contained in Aut(G−1)
+ ∼= Aut(Gk) for k 6= 0,±1. Otherwise, it is easy to see that the groups W˜d
and Ŵ−d as in the table of Lemma 3.22 are conjugate by [(0, 0), (g
2 , 1),−1]. 
Lemma 3.33. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(G−1)
with |π2(G)| = p
2q is
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π2(G) Subgroups Class Parameters #
Ts T˜s,d = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
g−1−1α2, ǫ
dβs〉 Gs s ∈ B \ {1} ,
q2−1
2
1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1
T̂s,c = 〈τσ
1
g−1α1, σ
cτ
1
g−1−1α2, ǫ
s−1βs〉 Gs s ∈ B \ {1,−1} ,
(p−1)(q−1)
2
0 ≤ c ≤ p− 1, c 6= − g
(g−1)2
T s = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, στ
1
g−1−1α2, ǫ
s−1βs〉 Gs s ∈ B \ {1,−1}
q−1
2
T1 T˜1,d = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
g−1−1α2, ǫ
dβ1〉 G1 1 ≤ d < −d ≤ q − 1
q−1
2
T−1 T̂1,c = 〈τσ
1
g−1α1, σ
cτ
1
g−1−1α2, ǫ
−2β−1〉 G−1 0 ≤ c ≤ p− 1, c 6= −
g
(g−1)2
p− 1
Proof. A regular subgroup of Hol(G−1) with π2(G) = Ts has the form
G = 〈σaτ bǫa′α1, σ
cτdǫc
′
α2, σ
xτyǫzβs〉.
From the (R) conditions we have that a′ = c′ = 0, d = g1−g and either b = 0 or z = s− 1 and either
c = 0 or z = s− 1.
If c = d = 0, then G has the following form:
G = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τ
g
1−gα2, σ
xτyǫzβs〉.
The last generator has order q, so if z = −1 then then x = 0 and if z = s then y = 0. We have that
G is conjugate to T˜s,d by a suitable element of 〈α1, α2〉. If s = 1 then T˜1,d is conjugate to T˜1,−d by
ψ.
Assume that (b, c) 6= (0, 0) and so z = s− 1. In particular, s 6= 1 since z 6= 0. Since
π2((σ
1
g−1 τ bα1)
n) = π2((σ
1
g−1 τ b)nαn1 ) = α
n
1 , π2(σ
cτ
g
1−gα2) = α2,
for every 0 ≤ n ≤ p−1 and since π2 is an isomorphism then σ
cτ
g
1−g /∈ 〈σ
1
g−1 τ b〉 and so c 6= − g(g−1)2 .
It is easy to see that, up to conjugation we can assume that either b = 0 and c = 1 or that
b = 1 and c 6= 0. In the first case G is conjugate to T s and in the second case it is conjugate to
T̂s,c by a suitable element of 〈α1, α2〉. If s = −1 we have that T̂−1,0 and T−1 are conjugate by
[(0, 0), (−g,−g),−1]. 
| ker λ| Z2p × Zq Gk G0 G−1 G1
1 - p+ q − 1 p+ q − 1 p+ q − 2 q−12
p 1 2(q + 2) 2(q + 1) q + 2 q − 1
q 1 - - - -
pq - - 2 - -
p2 1 q − 1 q − 1 q − 2 q−12
p2q - - - 1 -
Table 7. Number of skew braces of G−1-type of size p
2q for p = 1 (mod q).
3.7. Skew braces of G1-type. A presentation of the group G1 is the following
G1 = 〈σ, τ, ǫ,
∣∣ σp = τp = ǫq = [σ, τ ] = 1, ǫσǫ−1 = σg, ǫτǫ−1 = τ g〉.
According to [8, Subsections 4.1, 4.2], the mapping
φ : Z2p ⋊GL2(p) −→ Aut(G1), [(n,m),H] 7→ h =
{
h|〈σ,τ〉 = H, ǫ 7→ ǫσ
nτm ,
is a group isomorphism. In particular, |Aut(G1)| = p
3(p − 1)2(p + 1) and a p-Sylow of Aut(G1) is
generated by α1 = [(1, 0), Id], α2 = [(0, 1), Id], γ = [(0, 0), C], where C is defined as in Remark 3.6.
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Proposition 3.34. The skew braces of size G1-type with | ker λ| = p
2 are Aa,b = (A,+, ◦) for
0 ≤ 1, b ≤ q − 1, with (a, b) 6= (0, 0), wherex1x2
x3
+
y1y2
y3
 =
 x1 + gx3y1x2 + (gk)x3 y2
x3 + y3
 ,
x1x2
x3
 ◦
y1y2
y3
 =
x1 + g(a+1)x3y1x2 + g(b+1)x3y2
x3 + y3
(17)
for every 0 ≤ x1, x2, y1, y2 ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ x3, y3 ≤ q − 1. In particular, they are bi-skew braces and
(Aa,b, ◦) ∼=

Z
2
p × Zq, if a = b = −1,
G0, if a = −1, b 6= −1,
G b+1
a+1
, otherwise.
Moreover, Aa,b ∼= Ac,d if and only if (c, d) = (b, a) and so there are
(q−1)(q+2)
2 such skew braces.
Proof. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) such that |π2(G)| = q. Arguing as in Proposition
3.18 we can show that every such group is conjugate to a subgroup
Ga,b = 〈σ, τ, ǫγ
a
1γ
b
2〉.
Hence Ga,b and Gc,d are conjugate if and only if
h(ǫ)hγa1γ
b
2h
−1 = ǫhγa1γ
b
2h
−1 = ǫγc1γ
d
2 (mod ker π2|Gc,d),
i.e. γa1γ
b
2|〈σ,τ〉 and γ
c
1γ
d
2 |〈σ,τ〉 are conjugate, i.e. (a, b) = (c, d) or (a, b) = (d, c). In particular there
are (q−1)(q+2)2 such classes. 
Lemma 3.35. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(G1) with
|π2(G)| = p is
H = 〈ǫ, τ, σ
1
g−1α1〉 ∼= G0, K = 〈ǫ, σ, τ
1
g−1α2γ〉 ∼= G0.
Proof. Up to conjugation the subgroups of order p of Aut(G1) are 〈α1〉, 〈γ〉 and 〈α2γ〉. So H and
K are non-conjugate regular subroups of Hol(G1) and |π2(H)| = |π2(K)| = p.
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(G1). If π2(G) = 〈α1〉, arguing as in Lemma 3.19 we can show
that G is conjugate to H.
Assume that π2(G) = 〈γ〉. Then
G = 〈uǫ, v, wγ〉,
for some u, v, w ∈ 〈σ, τ〉. According to (K), then v ∈ σ and so we can assume that v = σ, u = τ b
and w = τ c for some b, c with c 6= 0. Then
(18) τ cγ(τ bǫ)τ−c = σbτ b+(1−g)cǫ ∈ ker π2
which implies c = 0, contradiction.
Let π2(G) = 〈α2γ〉. Arguing as in the previous case we can assume that
G = 〈τ bǫ, σ, τ cα2γ〉.
Since ker π2 is normal then c =
1
g−1 . Hence G is conjugate to K by α
−b
2 γ
−b. 
Lemma 3.36. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(G1) with
|π2(G)| = p
2 is
H = 〈ǫ, σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
g−1α2〉 ∼= Z
2
p × Zq, K = 〈ǫ, σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
g−1α2γ〉 ∼= Z
2
p × Zq.
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Proof. The subgroups of size p2 are 〈α1, α2〉, 〈α1, γ〉 and 〈α1, α2γ〉. Hence the groups H and K
have the desired properties and they are not conjugate.
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(G1) such that |π2(G)| = p
2. The kernel of π2 is a normal
q-Sylow of G and so G is abelian.
Let π2(G) = 〈α1, α2〉. Then, up to conjugation by the normalizer of π2(G) the kernel is 〈ǫ〉.
Hence
G = 〈ǫ, uα1, vα2〉
for some u, v ∈ 〈σ, τ〉. From abelianess of G it follows that u = σ
1
g−1 and v = τ
1
g−1 , i.e. G = H.
Let π2(G) = 〈α1, γ〉. Then, up to conjugation by the normalizer of π2(G) we have
G = 〈τ bǫ, vα1, wγ〉,
for some b and some v,w ∈ 〈σ, τ〉. From the abelianness of G we have that v = σ
1
g−1 and w = σ
b
g−1
and then b 6= 0. On the other hand, since τ bǫ has order q then 〈τ〉 is not contained in π1(G),
contradiction.
Let π2(G) = 〈α1, α2γ〉 and as before we can assume that
G = 〈τ bǫ, vα1, wα2γ〉.
Since G is abelian then v = σ
1
g−1 and w = σ
b
g−1 τ
1
g−1 . Therefore G is conjugate to K by α−b2 γ
−b. 
The following lemma collects the conjugacy classes of subgroups of size pq and p2q of Aut(G1).
Lemma 3.37. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of subgroups of size pq and p2q of
Aut(G1) is
Size G Parameters Class
pq Hs = 〈α1, βs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1 Zp ⋊g Zq
Ks = 〈γ, βs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1 Zpq, if s = 1,
Zp ⋊g Zq, otherwise
U = 〈α2, β0〉 - Zpq
W = 〈α1γ, β0〉 - Zp ⋊g Zq
M = 〈α1α
2
2γ, β2−1〉 - Zp ⋊g Zq
V = 〈γ, β˜〉 - Zp ⋊g Zq
p2q Ts = 〈α1, α2, βs〉 s ∈ B Gs
Rs = 〈α1, γ, βs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1 G1−s
N = 〈α1, γ, β˜〉 - G0
L = 〈α1, α2γ, β2−1〉 - G2
,
where βs = [(0, 0),Ds] and β˜ = [(0, 0), D˜] and Ds and D˜ as defined in Remark 3.6.
Proof. The groups in the statement are not conjugate since their restriction to 〈σ, τ〉 are not.
Let H be a subgroup of order pq of Aut(G1). If |H|〈σ,τ〉| = q then, according to Remark 3.6, we
have that, H|〈σ,τ〉 is generated by Ds or by D˜ for 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1. Hence
H = 〈αn1α
m
2 , α
r
1α
t
2θ〉,
where θ is either βs = [(0, 0),Ds] or β˜ = [(0, 0), D˜]. If θ = β0 then t = 0 and if θ = β˜ then r = 0.
Conjugating by a suitable element of 〈α1, α2〉 we can assume that r = t = 0, and then H has the
following form
H = 〈αn1α
m
2 , θ〉.
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From the normality of the p-Sylow of H it follows that either n = 0 or m = 0. Moreover, the
pairs H = 〈α1, βs〉 and H = 〈α2, βs−1〉, and H = 〈α1, β0〉 and H = 〈α2, β˜〉 are conjugate by the
automorphism ψ swapping σ and τ . Hence, up to conjugation the list of such groups is
Hs = 〈α1, βs〉 U = 〈α2, β0〉
for 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1.
If |H|〈σ,τ〉| = pq then, according to Remark 3.6, up to conjugation have that H|〈σ,τ〉 = 〈C,Bs〉 or
H|〈σ,τ〉 = 〈C, B˜〉. Therefore
H = 〈αn1α
m
2 γ, α
r
1α
t
2θ〉.
As in the previous case, up to conjugation we can assume that r = t = 0.
The p-Sylow of H has to be normal and so it follows that n,m are solutions of the following
system of linear equations: {
2n(g1−s − g) +mg1−s(g1−s − 1) = 0
(gs − g1−s)m = 0.
Hence if θ = β˜, βs for s 6= 0, 2
−1 then n = m = 0. If θ = β0 then either n = m = 0 or, up
to conjugation by [(0, 0), n−1Id], m = 0 and n = 1. If θ = β2−1 then m = 2n and then, either
n = m = 0 or up to conjugation by [(0, 0), n−1Id], n = 1,m = 2.
Let H be a subgroup of Aut(G1) of size p
2q and assume that |H|〈σ,τ〉| = q. Then, up to conjuga-
tion,
H = 〈α1, α2, βs〉,
for s ∈ B.
Assume that |H|〈σ,τ〉| = pq. Then, up to conjugation,
H = 〈αn1α
m
2 , α
r
1α
t
2γ, α
u
1α
w
2 θ〉,
where θ is either βs or β˜. From the abelianness of the p-Sylow it follows that m = 0 and therefore
H = 〈α1, α
t
2γ, α
w
2 θ〉.
If θ = β0 then w = 0, otherwise, up to conjugation by some power of α2 we can assume that w = 0.
From the normality of the p-Sylow it follows that t(gs− g1−s) = 0 if θ = βs or (1− g)t = 0 if θ = β˜.
Hence if θ 6= β2−1 then t = 0, otherwise up to conjugation we can assume that t ∈ {0, 1}. 
Lemma 3.38. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(G1) with
|π2(G)| = pq is
π2(G) Subgroups Parameters Class #
Hs Ĥs = 〈σ, τα1, ǫ
1−sβs〉 2 ≤ s ≤ q G2−s q − 1
H˜s,c = 〈τ, σ
1
g−1α1, ǫ
cβs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1, Gc+s q(q − 1)
1 ≤ c ≤ q − 1
U U˜c = 〈σ, τ
1
g−1α2, ǫ
cβ0〉 1 ≤ c ≤ q − 1 Z
2
p × Zp, if c = −1, q − 1
G0, otherwise.
Ks K˜s = 〈σ, τγ, ǫ
1−2sβs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1, Z
2
p × Zp, if s = 1, q − 1
s 6= 2−1 G2, otherwise.
W W˜ = 〈σ, τα1γ, ǫβ0〉 - G2 1
M M˜c = 〈σ, τ
2
g−1α1α
2
2γ, ǫ
cβ2−1〉 1 ≤ c ≤ q − 1 G2(c+1) q − 1
V V˜ = 〈σ, τγ, ǫ−2β˜〉 - G2 1
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Proof. Assume that π2(G) = Hs. Up to conjugation by elements of the normalizer of Hs we can
assume that the kernel is be generated by σ, τ or στ . In the first case, G has the form
G = 〈σ, τaǫa
′
α1, τ
bǫcβs〉.
The (R) conditions imply that a′ = 0, c = 1 − s and so a 6= 0 and s 6= 1 since G is regular. The
group G is conjugate to Ĥs by
h = α
ba−1
1−g
1
[
(0, 0),
(
1 0
0 a−1
)]
In the second case, G has the form
G = 〈τ, σaǫa
′
α1, σ
bǫcβs〉,
and the (R) conditions imply a′ = 0 and a = 1
g−1 , and c 6= 0 since G is regular. If c = −1, then
since (σbǫcβs)
q = 1 (mod kerπ2), then b = 0. Otherwise, G is conjugate to H˜s,c by h = α
n
1 for
n = −b g−1
gc+1−1
. Assume that the kernel is generated by στ . Then
G = 〈στ, σaα1, σ
bǫcβs〉.
The (K) condition implies that s = 1. Then γ normalizes π2(G) and so G is conjugate by γ
−1 to a
group with kernel generated by τ , and then we are back to the previous case.
If π2(G) = U , we again consider three cases. If the kernel is generated by σ, the standard
presentation of G is
G = 〈σ, τaǫa
′
α2, τ
bǫcβ0〉.
From the (R) conditions we have that a′ = 0, a = 1
g−1 and so c 6= 0 since G is regular. Then G is
conjugate to U˜c by α
n
2 where n = −b
g−1
gc−1 .
If the kernel is generated by τ we have that
G = 〈τ, σaα2, σ
bǫcβ0〉.
The conditions (R) implies that c = 0 and therefore G is not regular, contradiction.
If the kernel is generated by στ then the condition (K) is not satisfied.
Let π2(G) = Ks. Then G has the form
G = 〈v, uγ, wǫcβs〉,
where v, u,w ∈ 〈σ, τ〉. From (K) we have that v ∈ 〈σ〉 and so
G = 〈σ, τaγ, τ bǫcβs〉
where c 6= 0. The conditions (R) imply that c = 1 − 2s and then s 6= 2−1. Up to conjugation
by h = [(0, 0), a−1Id] we can assume that a = 1. If s = 1 then b = 0 since (τ bǫcβs)
q ∈ kerπ2.
Otherwise, G is conjugate to K˜s by γ
n where n = b
1−g1−s
.
Let π2(G) =W . As in the previous case, the kernel is to be generated by σ. So G has the form
G = 〈σ, τaα1γ, τ
bǫcβ0〉.
From the (R) conditions we have c = 1 and up to conjugation we can assume a = 1. Then G is
conjugate to W˜ by αn1α
m
2 for n =
b
1−g and m = −
b
1+g .
Let π2(G) =M . If the kernel is generated by σ, then G has the form
G = 〈σ, τaα1α
2
2γ, τ
bǫcβ2−1〉.
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From the (R) conditions we have a = 2
g−1 . If c+
1
2 = 0, then b = 0 by since the q-th power of the
third generator lies on the kernel. Otherwise, G is conjugate to M˜c by α
n
1α
2m
2 γ
m where
n =
1− g
1
2
1 + g
1
2
(1− 2g
1
2 )m2 and m = −b
g − 1
gc+
1
2 − 1
.
If the kernel is generated by τ or στ , the condition (K) is violated.
Assume that π2(G) = V . Condition (K) implies that the kernel of π2 is generated by σ and so
G = 〈σ, τaγ, τ bǫcβ˜〉.
From the (R) conditions we have c = −2. Then G is conjugate to V˜ by γn[(0, 0),
(
a−1 0
0 1
)
] where
n = b
g3(g−1)
. 
Lemma 3.39. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(G1) with
|π2(G)| = p
2q is
π2(G) Subgroups Parameters Class #
Ts T˜s,d = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
g−1α2, ǫ
dβs〉 s ∈ B \ {−1} Gs
(q−1)(q+1)
2
1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1
T˜−1,d = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
g−1α2, ǫ
dβ1〉 1 ≤ d < −d ≤ q − 1 G−1
q−1
2
T̂s = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, στ
1
g−1α2, ǫ
s−1βs〉 s ∈ B \ {1} Gs
q+1
2
T s = 〈τσ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
g−1α2, ǫ
1−sβs〉 s ∈ B \ {1,−1} Gs
q−1
2
Rs R˜s = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τγ, τ
1−g1−s
2 ǫ1−2sβs〉 0 ≤ s ≤ q − 1, s 6= 2
−1 G1−s q − 1
N N˜ = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τγ, τ
1−g−1
2 ǫ−2β˜〉 - G0 1
L L˜d = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
g−1α2γ, ǫ
dβ2〉 1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1 G2 q − 1
Proof. Assume that π2(G) = Hs. Then G has the form
G = 〈σaτ bǫa
′
α1, σ
cτdǫb
′
α2, σ
eτ f ǫuβs〉.
The (R) conditions imply that a′ = b′ = 0, a = d = 1
g−1 and b(g
s+u−1 − 1) = c(gu−s+1 − 1) = 0,
and so u 6= 0 since G is regular. The last generator has order q, so if u = −1 then e = 0 and if
u = −s then f = 0.
Assume that b = c = 0. Then G is conjugate to T˜s,g by h = α
n
1α
m
2 where
n =
{
0, if u = −1,
e(1−g)
gu+1−1
, otherwise
, m =
{
0, if u = −s,
f(1−g)
gu+s−1
, otherwise
.
If s = −1 then T˜−1,d is conjugate to T˜−1,−d by ψ =
[
(0, 0),
[
0 1
1 0
]]
.
Assume that both b and c are not zero. Then s+u− 1 = u− s+1 = 0, which implies s = 1 and
then u = 0, contradiction.
Let assume that b = 0 and c 6= 0. Then u = s − 1 and so s 6= 1. Up to conjugation by
h = [(0, 0), c−1Id] we can assume that c = 1. The third generator has order q, so if s = 0 then
e = 0 and if s = 2−1 then f = 0. Then G is conjugate to T̂s by h = α
n
1α
m
2 where
m =
{
0, if s = 2−1,
f(1−g)
g2s−1−1 , otherwise
, n =
{
0, if s = 0,
(1− g)( e
gs−1 −m), otherwise
.
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Similarly, if c = 0 and b 6= 0 we have that G is conjugate to T s. In particular, T̂−1 and T−1
are conjugate by ψ. If s 6= −1 and T̂s and T s are conjugate, then the induced map between the
quotients with respect to the p-Sylow subgroups maps ǫ1−sβs to itself and then ǫ
1−sβs = (ǫ
s−1βs)
n
for some n. Then n = 1 and s = 1, contradiction.
Assume that π2(G) = Rs. Then G has the form
G = 〈σaτ bǫa
′
α1, σ
cτdǫb
′
γ, σeτ f ǫuβs〉.
From the (R) conditions we have a′ = b′ = b = 0 and then u, d 6= 0 since G is regular.
The group G is conjugate by γ−
c
d to a group of the form
G = 〈σaα1, τ
dγ, σeτ f ǫuβs〉.
From the (R) conditions, it follows that a = 1
g−1 , d(g
u+2s−1 − 1) = 0 and f = d(1−g
1−s)
2 . Therefore
u = 1 − 2s and then s 6= 2−1. Up to conjugation by h = [(0, 0), d−1Id] we can assume that d = 1.
Hence G is conjugate to R˜s by a suitable power of α1.
Assume that π2(G) = N . Using the same ideas we used in the previous cases we can assume
that G has the following form
G = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τγ, σ
eτ
1−g−1
2 ǫ−2β˜〉,
and then G is conjugate to N˜ by a suitable power of α1.
Assume that π2(G) = L. Using the same ideas we used in the previous we can assume that G
has the following form
G = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, σ
cτdγ, σeτ f ǫuβ2−1〉.
Up to conjugate by h = α
− c
d
2 γ
− c
d we can assume that c = 0 From the normality of the p-Sylow it
follows that d = 1
g−1 and f = 0. So the group G has the form
G = 〈σ
1
g−1α1, τ
1
g−1 γ, σeǫuβ2−1〉.
Then G is conjugate to L˜u by a suitable power of α1. 
kerλ Z2p × Zq Gk, k 6= 0,±1, 2 G2 G0 G−1 G1
1 - 5 2q + 1 q + 3 q+32 q
p 2 2(q + 1) 3q 2q q + 1 q
q 2 - - - - -
pq - - 2 - -
p2 1 q − 1 q − 1 q − 1 q−12 q − 2
p2q - - - - 1
Table 8. Number of skew braces of G1-type of size p
2q for p = 1 (mod q) and
q > 3. For q = 3 then B = {0, 1,−1} and 2 = −1 and so the table has to be read
accordingly.
4. Skew braces of size p2q with p = −1 (mod q)
In this section we assume that p and q are odd primes such that p = −1 (mod q) and that
H = x2 + ξx+ 1 is an irreducible polynomial over Zp such that its companion matrix
F =
[
0 −1
1 −ξ
]
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has order q. In particular,
(19) H(Fn) = 0 if and only if n = ±1.
The groups of size p2q are the following:
Lemma 4.1. [6, Proposition 21.17] The groups of size p2q are the following:
(i) Zp2q.
(ii) Z2p × Zq.
(iii) GF = 〈σ, τ, ǫ |σ
p = τp = ǫq = 1, ǫσǫ−1 = τ, ǫτǫ−1 = σ−1τ−ξ〉 ∼= Z2p ⋊F Zq.
The enumeration of the skew braces of size p2q and p = −1 (mod q) according to their additive
and multiplicative group is the following:
+\◦ Zp2q Z
2
p × Zq GF
Zp2q 2 - -
Z
2
p × Zq - 2 1
GF - 2 p+ 2q − 4
Table 9. Number of skew braces of size p2q with p = −1 (mod q).
4.1. Skew braces of cyclic type. In this section we denote by A the cyclic group Zp2q. In this
case, the image of regular subgroups of Hol(A) under π2 is p. Since in this case q 6= 1 (mod p), we
can apply Proposition 3.3 and accordingly the enumeration of skew braces of A-type is collected in
the following table.
| ker λ| Zp2q
pq 1
p2q 1
Table 10. Number of skew braces of Zp2q-type of size p
2q for p = −1 (mod q).
4.2. Skew braces of Z2p ×Zq-type. Let A = Z
2
p×Zq and let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A).
Then the size of π2(G) divides p
2q and |Aut(A)|, so divides pq, since p = −1 (mod q).
Proposition 4.2. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A). Then |π2(G)| 6= pq.
Proof. Let G be such group then kerπ2 is a normal subgroup of size p of G. Therefore G is not
isomorphic to GF , since it has no normal subgroup of size p. On the other hand G is not abelian
since Aut(A) has no abelian subgroup of order pq. 
Lemma 4.3. The unique skew brace of A-type with | ker λ| = p2 is (B,+, ◦) wherex1x2
x3
+
y1y2
y3
 =
x1 + y1x2 + y2
x3 + y3
 ,
x1x2
x3
 ◦
y1y2
y3
 =
x1x2
x3
+
0 −1 01 −ξ 0
0 0 1
x3 y1y2
y3
 ,(20)
for every 0 ≤ x1, x2, y1, y2 ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ x3, y3 ≤ q − 1.
Proof. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = q. The automorphisms of order q of
A act trvially on the q-Sylow of A. Up to conjugation, we can assume that π2(G) is generate by
F . Therefore,
G = 〈σ, τ, σnτmǫaF 〉 = 〈σ, τ, ǫaF 〉,
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where a 6= 0 since G is regular. We can conjugate G by the automorphism taking ǫa to ǫ and so we
can assume that a = 1. It is straightforward to verify that such group is regular. Let B the skew
brace associated to G. Then σ, τ ∈ ker λ and ǫ ∈ Fix(B) and then B = kerλ+Fix(B). So, formula
(20) follows by Lemma 2.5. 
According to Proposition 3.7 there exists a unique non trivial skew brace of size p2q with the
kernel of λ of size pq. Hence we have the following enumeration:
| ker λ| Z2p × Zq GF
p2 - 1
pq 1 -
p2q 1 -
Table 11. Number of skew braces of Z2p × Zq-type of size p
2q for p = −1 (mod q).
4.3. Skew braces of GF -type. Recall that F is the companion matrix of the irreducible polyno-
mial H = x2 + ξx+ 1 and it has order q. A presentation of the group GF is the following:
(21) GF = 〈σ, τ, ǫ, σ
p = τp = ǫq = 1 , ǫσǫ−1 = τ, ǫτǫ−1 = σ−1τ−ξ〉.
An automorphism of GF is determined by its image on the generators, i.e. by its restriction to
〈σ, τ〉 given by a matrix and by the image on ǫ. According to [8, subsections 4.1, 4.4], the map
φ : Z2p ⋊ρ (NGL2(p)(F )) −→ Aut(GF ), [(n,m),M ] 7→ h± =
{
h|〈σ,τ〉 =M
ǫ 7→ σnτmǫ±1
,
where φ([(n,m),M ]) = h+ ifM ∈ CGL2(p)(F ) and h− otherwise, is a group isomorphism. The form
of M± = h±|〈σ,τ〉 is the following:
(22) M+ =
[
x −y
y x− ξy
]
, M− =
[
x y − ξy
y −x
]
,
where x, y ∈ Zp and x
2 + y2 − ξxy 6= 0. The p-Sylow subgroup of GF is characteristic, so the map
ν : Aut(GF ) −→ Aut(GF /〈σ, τ〉), h± 7→ ±1,
is a group homomorphism. The kernel of ν is Aut(GF )
+ = Z2p ⋊ CGL2(p)(F ) and it contains the
p-Sylow of Aut(GF ), generated by α1 = [(1, 0), Id] and α2 = [(0, 1), Id], and the elements of odd
order of Aut(GF ). The centralizer of F is cyclic and it acts transitively on the non zero elements
of 〈σ, τ〉.
Proposition 4.4. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(GF ). Then |π2(G)| 6= p, pq.
Proof. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(GF ) .
If |π2(G)| = p, according to Lemma 2.1 the kernel of π2 is a subgroup of order pq of GF . But GF
has no such subgroups, contradiction.
If |π2(G)| = pq, then kerπ2 is a normal subgroup of G of size p. Therefore G is abelian, since
GF has no such normal subgroups. On the other hand, Aut(GF ) has no abelian subgroup of size
pq, contradiction. 
Lemma 4.5. There is just one conjugacy class of regular subgroup G of Hol(GF ) with |π2(G)| = p
2.
A representative is
H = 〈ǫ, uα1, wα2〉 ∼= Z
2
p × Zq,
where v = (1− F )−1(σ) and w = (1− F )−1(τ).
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Proof. The group H has the desired property. Assume that G is a regular subgroup of Hol(GF )
with |π2(G)| = p
2. Then the image of π2 is the normal p-Sylow of Aut(GF )
+ generated by α1 and
α2. The kernel of π2 is a normal subgroup of size q of G, then G is abelian. Up to conjugation, we
can assume that the kernel is generated by ǫ and so we have G = 〈ǫ, uf,wg〉. From the fact that G
is abelian, it follows that v = (1− F )−1(σ) and w = (1− F )−1(τ). 
Lemma 4.6. A set of representative regular subgroups G of Hol(GF ) with |π2(G)| = q is
Gd = 〈σ, τ, ǫ
df〉 ∼=
{
Z
2
p × Zq, if d = −1,
GF , otherwise,
where f = [(0, 0), F ] and 1 ≤ d ≤ q − 1.
Proof. The groups Gd have size p
2q and they are regular. Assume that Gd and Gc are conjugate,
then
g(ǫ)cgfg−1 = ǫ±cf±1 = ǫsdf s (mod 〈σ, τ〉).
Therefore s = ±1 and c = d.
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(GF ) such that |π2(G)| = q. Up to conjugation, we can assume
that π2(G) is generated by f . The kernel of π2 is the p-sylow of GF and then we can assume that
G = 〈σ, τ, ǫdf〉
where d 6= 0. 
Lemma 4.7. A set of representatives of regular subgroups G of Hol(GF ) such that |π2(G)| = p
2q is
Groups Parameters Class #
Gc = 〈ucα1, f(uc)α2, ǫ
cf〉 1 ≤ c ≤ q − 1, c 6= −2 GF q − 2
Ha = 〈f(vaσ
−1)σ−1α1, vaα2, ǫ
−2f〉 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1 GF p− 1
where f = [(0, 0), F ], uc = H(F
c+1)−1(F − 1)−1(1 − F c)(1 − F c+2)(σ) and va = (x, y) is a fixed
element such that Ψ(va) = x
2 + y2 − x+ y − ξxy = a.
Proof. The subgroups in the statement have the desired properties. The unique subgroup of order
p2q of Aut(A) is generated by α1, α2 and f = [(0, 0), F ] and it is isomorphic to GF . Therefore, the
standard presentation of the regular subgroup G of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = p
2q is
G = 〈uǫaα1, vǫ
bα2, wǫ
cf〉
where u, v, w ∈ 〈σ, τ〉. From the (R) conditions it follows that a = b = 0 and then c 6= 0 since G is
regular, and that
(23)
{
v = F c+1(u) + (F − 1)−1(1− F c)F (σ)
h(F c+1)(u) = (F − 1)−1(1− F c)(1− F c+2)(σ).
According to (19), if c 6= −2 then h(F c+1) 6= 0 and therefore it is an invertible automorphism of
Z
2
p (ker h(F
c+1) is an F -invariant subspace, and therefore it is either 0 or Z2p). If c 6= −2 then (23)
is equivalent to
(24)
{
v = F (u)
u = h(F c+1)−1(F − 1)−1(1− F c)(1 − F c+2)(σ),
and so
G = 〈uα1, f(u)α2, wǫ
cf〉
where c 6= −2. If c + 1 = 0, the condition (wǫcf)q = 1 implies that w = 0 and so G = G−1.
Otherwise, tGt−1 = Gc where t = α
n
1α
m
2 for some n,m. Indeed, this is equivalent to have w =
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nx+mF (x), where x = (1−F )u− (1−F )−1(F c − 1)F (σ). Since x 6= 0 for every c 6= −1,−2 then
{x, F (x)} is a basis of Z2p and therefore w ∈ 〈x, F (x)〉.
Let c = −2. In such case, the second condition in (23) is trivial according to (19) and the first
one is equivalent to
(25) u = F (v)− (F + 1)(σ).
Since G is regular, then u and v are linearly independent. If v = (x, y) then u = (−y−1, x−ky−1)
and therefore u and v are linearly independent if and only if Ψ(x, y) 6= 0. Since the number of
solution of the equation Ψ(x, y) = 0 is p+ 1, there are p2 − p− 1 choices for v.
Let Pv = 〈uα1, vα2〉. The group Pv˜ where v˜ = (
1
ξ+2 ,−
1
ξ+2) is normalized by Aut(A) and for
the other admissible values of v the index of the normalizer of Pv is p + 1. Hence, there are
1 + p
2−p−2
p+1 = p− 1 different conjugacy classes of such subgroups.
In particular, Pv and Pv′ are conjugate if and only ifM±(Pv) = Pv′ for someM± as in (22). This
condition turns out to be equivalent to have Ψ(v) = Ψ(v′). So to choose a set of representatives of
Pv it is enough to find a set of admissible elements with different values under Ψ.
We show that G is conjugate to some Ha by h ∈ 〈α1, α2〉. Indeed, this is equivalent to have that
w ∈ U = 〈u− v − (F − 1)−1(F−2 − 1)(σ), u+ (ξ + 1)v + (F − 1)−1(F−2 − 1)(1 + ξF )(σ)〉.
If v = (x, y) and Ψ(v) 6= 0, the generators of U are linearly independent and so G is conjugate to
Ha for a = Ψ(v). 
We summarize the contents of this subsection in the following table:
| ker λ| Z2p × Zq GF
1 - p+ q − 3
q 1 -
p2 1 q − 2
p2q - 1
Table 12. Number of skew braces of GF -type of size p
2q for p = −1 (mod q).
5. Skew braces of size p2q with q = 1 (mod p)
In this section we assume that p and q are odd primes such that q = 1 (mod p) and q 6= 1
(mod p2), unless otherwise indicated. We also fix an element r of order p in Z×q . The relevant
groups for this section are the following.
Lemma 5.1. [6, Proposition 21.17] The groups of size pq are the following:
(i) Zp2q = 〈σ, τ | σ
p2 = τ q = 1, τσ = στ〉.
(ii) Z2p × Zq = 〈σ, τ, ǫ | σ
p = τp = ǫq = 1, [σ, τ ] = [σ, ǫ] = [τ, ǫ] = 1〉.
(iii) Zp × (Zq ⋊r Zp) = 〈σ, τ, ǫ |σ
p = τp = ǫq = 1, [ǫ, τ ] = [τ, σ] = 1, σǫσ−1 = ǫr〉.
(iv) Zq ⋊r Zp2 = 〈σ, τ |σ
p2 = τ q = 1, στσ−1 = τ r〉.
We summarize in the following table the total number of skew braces according to the additive
and multiplicative isomorphism class of groups.
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+\◦ Zp2q Z
2
p × Zq Zp × (Zq ⋊r Zp) Zq ⋊r Zp2
Zp2q 2 - - p
Z
2
p × Zq - 2 4 -
Zp × (Zq ⋊r Zp) - 4 6p − 4 -
Zq ⋊r Zp2 2p - - 2p(p − 1)
Table 13. Number of skew braces of size p2q with q = 1 (mod p) and q 6= 1 (mod p2).
5.1. Skew braces of cyclic type. In this section we denote by A the cyclic group Zp2q. For the
automorphism group we employ the same notation as in Subsection 3.1.
If G is a regular subgroup of Hol(A) then |π2(G)| ∈ {p, p
2}. First we show that there are not
regular subgroups in the case p2.
Proposition 5.2. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A). Then |π2(G)| 6= p
2.
Proof. Let G be such group. The image by π2 of G is the unique p-Sylow subgroup 〈ϕp+1,1, ϕ1,r〉
of Aut(A). The unique subgroup of A of size q is 〈τ〉, therefore G has the following standard
presentation:
〈τ, σaϕp+1,1, σ
bϕ1,r〉.
The group π2(G) is elementary abelian and so, by the (R) conditions we have a, b = 0 (mod p).
Hence, π1(G) ⊆ 〈σ
p, τ〉 and so G is not regular, contradiction. 
The group Aut(A) has a unique p-Sylow subgroup, which is generated by ϕp+1,1 and ϕ1,r, which
is elementary abelian. So the subgroups of order p in Aut(A) are
(26) 〈ϕp+1,1〉 and 〈ϕjp+1,r〉
where 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1.
Proposition 5.3. The skew braces of cyclic type of size p2q with | ker λ| = pq are Aj,s = (A,+, ◦)
for (j, s) ∈ {(1, 0)} ∪ {(j, 1) : 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1} where(
n
m
)
+
(
s
t
)
=
(
n+ s
m+ t
)
,
(
n
m
)
◦
(
s
t
)
=
(
n+ (njp+ 1)
m+ rsnt
)
for every 0 ≤ n, s ≤ p2 − 1 and 0 ≤ m, t ≤ q − 1. In particular,
(A(j,s), ◦) ∼=
{
Zp2q if (j, s) = (1, 0),
Zq ⋊r Zp2 , otherwise.
Proof. The groups
H = 〈σp, τ, σϕp+1,1〉 ∼= Zp2q, Gj = 〈σ
p, τ, σϕjp+1,r〉 ∼= Zq ⋊r Zp2,
for 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1 are regular subgroups and they are not conjugate, since their image under π2 are
not.
Let G be a regular subgroup with |π2(G)| = p. According to (26), the subgroups of size p of
Aut(Zp2q) are 〈ϕp+1,1〉 and 〈ϕjp+1,r〉 with 0 ≤ j ≤ p − 1. In the first case we can argue as in
Proposition 3.3 and the associate skew brace is A1,0.
Assume that π2(G) = 〈ϕjp+1,r〉 for some 0 ≤ j ≤ p − 1. Then the kernel of π2 is the unique
subgroup of order pq, namely 〈σp, τ〉 and so G has the following standard presentation:
G = 〈σp, τ, σaϕjp+1,r〉,
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where a 6= 0 since G is regular. Then, G is conjugate to Gj by ϕa−1,1. Let Bj be the skew brace
associate to Gj . Then, since τ, σ
p ∈ kerπ2 and σ ◦ σ ◦ . . . ◦ σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
= σ
n(n−1)p
2
+n we have that
λσnτm = λτm◦σn = λσn = λ
n
σ = ϕ
n
jp+1,r
and so the formula in the statement follows. 
We summarizes the results of this subsection in the following table:
ker λ Zp2q Zq ⋊r Zp2
pq 1 p
p2q 1 -
Table 14. Number of skew braces of Zp2q-type of size p
2q for q = 1 (mod p) and
q 6= 1 (mod p2).
5.2. Skew braces of Z2p × Zq-type. In this section we denote by A the group Z
2
p × Zq and by C
the matrix defined in Remark 3.6. We can think of the elements of the automorphism group of A
as xM where x is an element in Z×q and M is an invertible matrix, as we did in Subsection 3.2.
Proposition 5.4. The skew braces of A-type with | ker λ| = pq are (Ai,j ,+, ◦) where 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 1
and (i, j) 6= (0, 0), wherenm
l
+
st
u
 =
n+ sm+ t
l + u
 ,
nm
l
 ◦
st
u
 =
 n+ sm+ jmt
l + rimu
 ,
for every 0 ≤ n,m, s, t ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ l, u ≤ q − 1. In particular,
(Ai,j , ◦) ∼=
{
A, if (i, j) = (0, 1),
Zp × (Zq ⋊r Zp), otherwise.
Proof. Let G ≤ Hol(A) be a regular subgroup with |π2(G)| = p. Then, up to conjugation the image
π2(G) is generated by α = r
iCj, for i, j ∈ {0, 1} and (i, j) 6= (0, 0). The kernel of π2|G has order
pq, so kerπ2|G = 〈ǫ, v〉 for some v ∈ 〈σ, τ〉. Therefore we have the following standard presentation:
G = 〈v, ǫ, uα〉,
for some u ∈ 〈σ, τ〉. If (i, j) = (0, 1) we can argue as in Proposition 3.7 and then the formula for
this case follows.
Assume that (i, j) = (1, 0). Then, up to conjugation by an element of GL2(p) we can assume
that v = σ and u = τ .
Assume that (i, j) = (1, 1). By condition (K) we have v ∈ 〈σ〉 and then
G = 〈σ, ǫ, τarC〉,
for a 6= 0. We can assume a = 1, otherwise we conjugate by a−1Id.
Let Ai,j be the skew brace associated to G. In both cases, we have that λσnτmǫl = λτm = λ
m
τ ,
since σ, ǫ ∈ ker π2 and λτ (τ) = τ (mod 〈σ〉). Then the claim follows. 
Proposition 5.5. Let w a fixed quadratic non residue modulo p. The skew braces of A-type with
| ker λ| = q are (Bs,+, ◦) for s ∈ {1, w}, wherenm
l
+
xy
z
 =
n+ xm+ y
l + z
 ,
nm
l
 ◦
xy
z
 =
 n+ x+ ymsm+ y
l + zrn+m
s−1
2s
−m(m−1)
2
 ,
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for every 0 ≤ n,m, x, y ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ l, z ≤ q − 1. In particular, (Bs, ◦) ∼= Zp × (Zq ⋊r Zp).
Proof. The groups
Gs = 〈ǫ, τ
sC, σr〉 ∼= Zp × (Zq ⋊r Zp)
for s ∈ {1, w} are regular subgroup of Hol(A) and |π2(Gs)| = p
2. They are not conjugate, since if
hG1h
−1 = Gw for some h ∈ NAut(A)(C), say h =
[
x y
0 z
]
then
σyτ zC
x
z = (τwC)
x
z (mod 〈ǫ〉) and σxr = σr (mod 〈ǫ〉),
which implies x = 1 and then w = z2, contradiction.
Let G ≤ Hol(A) be a regular subgroup and let |π2(G)| = p
2. Then, up to conjugation we have
that π2(G) = 〈C, r〉. Hence the group has the standard presentation
G = 〈ǫ, uC, vr〉,
for some u, v ∈ 〈σ, τ〉. The (R) conditions imply that v ∈ 〈σ〉, and so
Gu = 〈ǫ, uC, σ
mr〉
where m 6= 0 and u = σsτ t for t 6= 0 since G is regular. Conjugation by m−1Id allows us to assume
m = 1. We can conjugate by C−
s
t to assume that u = τ t. If t = x2 then G
τx
2 is conjugate to G1
by h, otherwise if w = tz2 then Gτ t is conjugate to Gw by g where
h =
[
1 2−1x(x− 1)
0 x−1
]
, g =
[
1 2−1(1− z)
0 z
]
.
Let Bs be the skew brace associated to Gs. Then, since ǫ ∈ kerλ and λσ(σ) = σ we have
that σ ◦ · · · ◦ σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
= σn and ǫ ◦ · · · ◦ ǫ︸ ︷︷ ︸
l
= ǫl. On the other, (σr)−
1−s
2s (τ sC)s
−1
= τr
s−1
2s Cs
−1
∈ Gs and
moreover
(σr)−
m(m−1)
2 (τr
s−1
2s Cs
−1
)m = τmrm
s−1
2s
−m(m−1)
2 C
m
s ∈ Gs,
so λτm = r
m s−1
2s
−m(m−1)
2 C
m
s . So we have
λǫlσnτm = λǫl◦σnτm = λσnτm = λσn◦τm = λ
n
σλτm = r
n+mw−1
2w
−
m(m−1)
2 C
m
w ,
where we used that λσ(τ) = τ . Hence, the formula follows. 
We summarize the contents of this subsection in the following table:
| ker λ| Z2p × Zq Zp × (Zq ⋊r Zp)
q - 2
pq 1 2
p2q 1 -
Table 15. Number of skew braces of Z2p × Zq-type of size p
2q for q = 1 (mod p)
and q 6= 1 (mod p2).
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5.3. Skew braces of Zp×(Zq⋊rZp)-type. In this section we denote by A the group Zp×(Zq⋊rZp).
A presentation of such group is
A = 〈σ, τ, ǫ |σp = τp = ǫq = 1, [ǫ, τ ] = [τ, σ] = 1, σǫσ−1 = ǫr〉.
According to [8, Subsection 4.6] the mapping
φ : (Zp ⋊ Z
×
p )× (Zq ⋊ Z
×
q ) −→ Aut(A), [(l, i), (s, j)] 7→ ϕl,i,s,j =

ǫ 7→ ǫj
τ 7→ τ i
σ 7→ τ lǫsσ
,
is an isomorphism of groups. Since Aut(A) is a direct product we can write ϕl,i,s,j = αl,iβs,j, where
αl,i =

ǫ 7→ ǫ
τ 7→ τ i
σ 7→ τ lσ
and βs,j =

ǫ 7→ ǫj
τ 7→ τ
σ 7→ ǫsσ.
.
In particular, |Aut(A)| = pq(p− 1)(q − 1). Hence |π2(G)| divides p
2q for each regular subgroup G.
The conjugacy classes of subgroups of Aut(A) are given by:
Size Generators Class
p α1,1 Zp
β0,r
α1,1β0,r
q β1,1 Zq
pq α1,1, β1,1 Zpq
β0,r, β1,1 Zq ⋊r Zp
α1,1β0,r, β1,1 Zq ⋊r Zp
p2 α1,1, β0,r Z
2
p
p2q α1,1, β1,1, β0,r A
Table 16. Conjugacy classes of subgroups of Aut(A).
Proposition 5.6. Let (B,+, ◦) a skew brace of A-type. The following are equivalent:
(i) | ker λB| = p
2.
(ii) B ∼= B1 × B2, where B1 is the trivial skew brace of size p and B2 is the unique skew brace
of size pq with | ker λB2 | = p.
In particular, (B, ◦) ∼= Z2p × Zq.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) The unique subgroup of size q of Aut(A) is generated by β1,1 and the kernel is a p-
Sylow subgroup of A which can be taken as 〈σ, τ〉 up to conjugation. Therefore τ ∈ kerλB ∩Fix(B)
and so it easy to see that τ ∈ Z(B, ◦) and then I = 〈τ〉+ = 〈τ〉◦ is an ideal of B. Moreover,
J = 〈ǫ, σ〉+ is a left ideal and since τ ∈ Z(B, ◦) then J is an ideal of B. Therefore B = I + J
and so it is a direct product of the trivial skew brace of size p and a skew brace B2 of size pq with
| ker λB2 | = p. According to [1, Theorem 3.6], there exists a unique such brace and (B2, ◦)
∼= Zpq.
(ii) ⇒ (i) It follows since | ker λB1×B2 | = | ker λB1 || ker λB2 | = p
2. 
Lemma 5.7. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = p is
H = 〈ǫ, τ, σα1,1〉 ∼= A, L = 〈ǫ, σ, τβ0,r〉 ∼= A, Gc,θ = 〈ǫ, τ, σ
cθ〉 ∼=
{
Z
2
p × Zq, if c = −1,
A, otherwise,
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for 1 ≤ c ≤ p− 1 and θ ∈ {β0,r, α1,1β0,r}.
Proof. The groups H,L and Gc,θ are regular. If Gc,β0,r and Gd,β0,r are conjugate by some h ∈
Aut(A), then h normalizes β0,r and so it centralizes it. So h(σ)
cβ0,r = σ
cβ0,r (mod 〈ǫ, τ〉). Then
σcβ0,r = σ
dβ0,r (mod 〈ǫ, τ〉) which implies that c = d. The same argument applies if θ = α1,1β0,r.
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) such that |π2(G)| = p. According to Table 16 we need to
discuss three cases.
Assume that π2(G) = 〈α1,1〉. Then the kernel has order pq and so, up to conjugation by a power
of α1,1 we can assume that
G = 〈ǫ, σnτm, σaτ bα1,1〉.
By condition (K) we have n = 0. So G = 〈ǫ, τ, σaα1,1〉 and G is conjugate to H by α0,a−1 .
Assume that π2(G) = 〈β0,r〉. Then G has the following standard presentation:
G = 〈ǫ, σnτm, σaτ bβ0,r〉.
If n 6= 0, we conjugate G by α−m
n
,1 and then by α0,b−1 and we get L. If n = 0 we have
G = 〈ǫ, τ, σbβ0,r〉 = Gb,β0,r .
Assume that π2(G) = 〈α1,1β0,r〉. Then
G = 〈ǫ, σnτm, σaτ bα1,1β0,r〉.
The condition (K) implies that n = 0 and so G = 〈ǫ, τ, σaα1,1β0,r〉 = Ga,α1,1β0,r . 
Lemma 5.8. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = p
2 is
Ga = 〈ǫ, σ
aα1,1, τβ0,r〉,
for 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1.
Proof. The groups Ga are regular. If Ga is conjugate to Gb by h = αl,iβs,j then hσ
aα1,1h
−1 =
τ laσaαi1,1 ∈ Gb. Then l = 0 and so σ
aαi1,1 = (σ
bα1,1)
i (mod ǫ). Therefore i = 1 and a = b.
The kernel of π2|G is the subgroup generated by ǫ. Hence, up to conjugaction we can assume
that
G = 〈ǫ, σaτ bα1,1, σ
cτdβ0,r〉.
From the (R) conditions we have c = 0 and then a, d 6= 0 since G is regular. Up to conjugation by
α0,d−1 we can assume that d = 1. Then G is conjugate to Ga by α
− b
a
1,1 . 
Lemma 5.9. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = pq is
H1 = 〈τ, σα1,1, ǫ
1
r−1β1,1〉 ∼= Z
2
p × Zq, H2 = 〈σ, τβ0,r, ǫ
1
r−1β1,1〉 ∼= A,
Ga,θ = 〈τ, σ
aθ, ǫ
1
r−1β1,1〉 ∼= A,
for 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1 and θ ∈ {β0,r, α1,1β0,r}.
Proof. The same argument as in Lemma 5.7 shows that the groups in the statement are regular
and not conjugate.
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = pq. We have to check three cases and for
all of them we can assume that ker π2|G is generated by τ or σ, up to the action of the normalizer
of π2(G).
Let π2(G) = 〈α1,1, β1,1〉. If ker π2|G = 〈σ〉 then the kernel is not normal in G. Otherwise,
G = 〈τ, ǫaσbα1,1, ǫ
cσdβ1,1〉.
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The condition (R) implies that d = 0 and c = 1
r−1 and therefore b 6= 0 since G is regular. So G is
conjugate to H1 by α0,bβ
n
1,1 where n = −a
r−1
rb−1
.
Let π2(G) = 〈β0,r, β1,1〉. If ker π2|G is generated by τ then
G = 〈τ, ǫaσbβ0,r, ǫ
cσdβ1,1〉.
From the (R) conditions we have that d = 0 and c = 1
r−1 . Moreover b 6= 0 since G is regular. Then
G is conjugate to Ga by β
−a
1,1
If kerπ2|G = 〈σ〉, then
G = 〈σ, ǫaτ bβ0,r, ǫ
cτdβ1,1〉.
According to the (K) conditions we have c = 1
r−1 and a = 0 and by (R) we have d = 0 and b = 1.
Let π2(G) = 〈α1,1β0,r, β1,1〉. If kerπ2|G = 〈τ〉, then
G = 〈τ, ǫaσbα1,1β0,r, ǫ
cσdβ1,1〉.
The (R) conditions imply that d = 0, c = 1
r−1 and if b = −1 then a = 0. Otherwise, G is conjugate
to Ga,α1,1β0,r by β
n
1,1 where n =
a(r−1)
1−rb+1
. 
Lemma 5.10. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = p
2q is
Ga = 〈σα1,1, τ
aβ0,r, ǫ
1
r−1β1,1〉 ∼= A,
for 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1.
Proof. The groups in the statement are regular. Using the same argument of Lemma 5.7 we can
show that the groups Ga are not conjugate.
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = p
2q. The unique subgroup of order p2q
up to conjugation is 〈α1,1, β0,g, β1,1〉 ∼= A. Hence a standard presentation of G is the following:
G = 〈uǫaα1,1, vǫ
bβ0,r, wǫ
cβ1,1, 〉
for some u, v, w ∈ 〈τ, σ〉. From (R) we have that w = 1. Denote u = σxτy and v = σzτ t for some
0 ≤ x, y, z, t ≤ p− 1. Since α1,1 is central in π2(G) and π2|G is a bijection, we have z = 0 (and then
x 6= 0 by regularity), a = b 1−r
x
rx(1−r) and c =
1
r−1 . Then
G = 〈σAǫ
b 1−r
x
rx(1−r)α1,1, τ
tǫbβ0,r, ǫ
1
r−1β1,1〉,
where t 6= 0 since G regular. Hence G is conjugate to Gxt by h =
[(
x−1
2 , x
)
, (−b, 1)
]
. 
The following remark is analogous to Remark 3.27.
Remark 5.11. The skew braces of A-type which decompose as direct products are the following:
(i) the skew brace associated to the group Gc,β0,r for 1 ≤ c ≤ p − 1 as defined in Lemma 5.7
is the direct product of the trivial skew brace of size p and a skew brace of size pq with
| ker λB2 | = q, see [1, Theorem 3.9].
(ii) The skew brace associated to Ga,β0,g for 1 ≤ a ≤ p−1 as defined in Lemma 5.9 is the direct
product of the trivial skew brace of size p and a skew brace of size pq with | ker λB2 | = 1,
see [1, Theorem 3.12].
We summarize the contents of this subsection in the following table.
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| ker λ| Z2p × Zq Zp × (Zq ⋊g Zp)
1 - p− 1
p 1 2p− 1
q - p− 1
pq 2 2(p − 1)
p2 1 -
p2q - 1
Table 17. Number of skew braces of Zp × (Zq ⋊g Zp)-type of size p
2q for q = 1
(mod p) and q 6= 1 (mod p2).
5.4. Skew braces of Zq ⋊r Zp2-type. In this section we denote by A the group Zq ⋊r Zp2 . Such
group has the following presentation:
A = 〈σ, τ |σp
2
= τ q = 1, στσ−1 = τ r〉.
According to [8, Subsection 4.5], the map
Zp × (Zq ⋊ Z
×
q ) −→ Aut(A), (k, j, i) 7→ ϕ
k
i,j =
{
τ 7→ τ i
σ 7→ τ jσkp+1
,
is an isomorphism. In particular, |Aut(A)| = pq(q − 1) and so if G is a regular subgroup of Hol(A)
then |π2(G)| divides p
2q.
The conjugacy classes of subgroups of Aut(A) are given by:
Size Groups Parameters Class
p 〈ϕkr,0〉 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 Zp
〈ϕ11,0〉 -
q 〈ϕ01,1〉 - Zq
p2 〈ϕ11,0, ϕ
0
r,0〉 - Z
2
p
pq 〈ϕkr,0, ϕ
0
1,1〉 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 Zq ⋊r Zp
〈ϕ11,0, ϕ
0
1,1〉 - Zpq
p2q 〈ϕ11,0, ϕ
0
r,0, ϕ
0
1,1〉 - Zp × (Zq ⋊r Zp)
Table 18. Conjugacy classes of subgroups of Aut(A).
Proposition 5.12. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A). Then |π2(G)| 6∈ {p
2, p2q}.
Proof. Let G be a subgroup of Hol(A) of size p2q. If |π2(G)| = p
2, then according to Table 18 and
the fact that the kernel of π2 is the normal q-Sylow subgroup of A, we have the following standard
presentation for G:
G = 〈τ, σaτ bϕ11,0, σ
cτdϕ0r,0〉 = 〈τ, σ
aϕ11,0, σ
cϕ0r,0〉
where, from condition (R) we have a = c = 0 (mod p). Therefore π1(G) ⊆ 〈σ
p, τ〉 and so G is not
regular.
Assume that |π2(G)| = p
2q. According to Table 18, G has the standard presentation:
G = 〈σaτ bϕ11,0, σ
cτdϕ01,1, σ
eτ fϕ0r,0〉,
where, according to (R), a = e = 0 (mod p) and b = c = f = 0. Hence, π1(G) ⊆ 〈σ
p, τ〉 and so G
is not regular. 
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Lemma 5.13. There is a unique conjugacy class of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = q.
A representative is
G = 〈σ, τ
1
r−1ϕ01,1〉
∼= Zp2q.
Proof. Let G be such group. The subgroups of size p2 of Zq⋊r Zp2 are all conjugated to 〈σ〉. Then,
according to Table 18, we have that G has the standard presentation:
G = 〈σ, τaσbϕ01,1〉 = 〈σ, τ
aϕ01,1〉.
By condition (K), we have that a = 1
r−1 . 
Lemma 5.14. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = pq is
Ga = 〈σ
p, σaϕ11,0, τ
1
r−1ϕ01,1〉,
∼= Zp2q, Ha,k = 〈σ
p, σaϕkr,0, τ
1
r−1ϕ01,1〉
∼= Zq ⋊r Zp2 ,
where 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1.
Proof. The groups Ga and Ha,k are regular. Let Ga and Gb be conjugate by h ∈ Aut(A) and
let K = 〈τ, ϕ01,1〉 E Hol(A). Since h(σ
a)hϕ11,0h
−1 = σaϕ11,0 (mod K) and hσ
aϕ11,0h
−1 ∈ Gb then
σaϕ11,0 = σ
bϕ11,0 (mod K) and so a = b. Similarly, if Ha,k is conjugate to Hb,k then a = b.
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) such that |π2(G)| = pq. According to Table 18, the image
of π2 is normal. Up to conjugation, the unique subgroup of size p of A is 〈σ
p〉 and so ker π2 = 〈σ
p〉.
So we have the following cases.
If π2(G) = 〈ϕ
1
1,0, ϕ
0
1,1〉. Then
G = 〈σp, σaτ bϕ11,0, σ
cτdϕ01,1〉.
From condition (K) we have d = 1
r−1 and c = 0 and so a 6= 0 since G is regular. Thus,
G = 〈σp, σaτ bϕ11,0, τ
1
r−1ϕ01,1〉,
and G is conjugate to Ga by h = ϕ
0
1,n where n = bg
a (r−1)
ra−1 .
If π2(G) = 〈ϕ
k
r,0, ϕ
0
1,1〉 then, according to condition (K) the standard presentation of G is
G = 〈σp, σaτ bϕkr,0, τ
1
r−1ϕ01,1〉
where a 6= 0 since G is regular. If a = p − 1, from (σp−1τ bαk)
p ∈ 〈σp〉 it follows that b = 0.
Otherwise, G is conjugate to Ha,k by h = ϕ
0
1,n where n = −br
a r−1
ra+1−1
. 
Lemma 5.15. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = p is
Ga = 〈τ, σ
p, σaϕ11,0〉
∼= Zq ⋊r Zp2, Ha,k = 〈τ, σ
p, σaϕkr,0〉
∼=
{
Zp2q if a = p− 1,
Zq ⋊r Zp2 otherwise,
where 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1.
Proof. The groups Ga and Ha,k are regular and the same argument of Lemma 5.14 shows that
they are not conjugate. The only subgroup of size pq in A is 〈τ, σp〉. If G is a regular subgroup
of Hol(A),we have two cases to consider according to Table 18. If π2(G) = 〈ϕ
1
1,0〉, then G has the
following standard presentation:
G = 〈τ, σp, σaτ bϕ11,0〉 = 〈τ, σ
p, σaϕ11,0〉,
where 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1, i.e. G = Ga.
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If π2(G) = 〈ϕ
k
r,0〉 for 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1, a standard presentation for G is
G = 〈τ, σp, σaϕkr,0〉
with 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1, i.e. G = Ha,k. 
We summarize the contents of this subsection in the following table:
| ker λ| Zp2q Zq ⋊r Zp2
p p− 1 p(p− 1)
pq p p2 − p− 1
p2 1 -
p2q - 1
Table 19. Number of skew braces of Zq ⋊r Zp2-type of size p
2q for q = 1 (mod p)
and q 6= 1 (mod p2).
6. Skew braces of size p2q with q = 1 (mod p2)
In this section we assume that q = 1 (mod p2) and we will denote by h a fixed element of order
p2 in Z×q . Accordingly, we have the following groups of size p
2q.
Lemma 6.1. [6, Proposition 21.17] The groups of size p2q are the following:
(i) Zp2q = 〈σ, τ | σ
p2 = τ q = 1, τσ = στ〉.
(ii) Z2p × Zq = 〈σ, τ, ǫ | σ
p = τp = ǫq = 1, [σ, τ ] = [σ, ǫ] = [τ, ǫ] = 1〉.
(iii) Zp × (Zq ⋊hp Zp) = 〈σ, τ, ǫ |σ
p = τp = ǫq = 1, [ǫ, τ ] = [τ, σ] = 1, ǫτǫ−1 = σh
p
〉.
(iv) Zq ⋊hp Zp2 = 〈σ, τ | τ
q = σp
2
= 1, στσ−1 = τh
p
〉.
(v) Zq ⋊h Zp2 = 〈σ, τ | τ
q = σp
2
= 1, στσ−1 = τh〉.
We summarize in the following table the total number of skew braces according to the additive
and multiplicative isomorphism class of groups that we will obtain in this section.
+\◦ Zp2q Z
2
p × Zq Zp × (Zq ⋊hp Zp) Zq ⋊hp Zp2 Zq ⋊h Zp2
Zp2q 2 - - p p
Z
2
p × Zq - 2 4 - -
Zp × (Zq ⋊hp Zp) - 4 6p− 4 - -
Zq ⋊hp Zp2 2p - - 2p(p − 1) 2p(p− 1)
Zq ⋊h Zp2 2 - - 2(p − 1) 2p(p− 1)
Table 20. Number of skew braces of size p2q with q = 1 (mod p2).
6.1. Skew braces of cyclic type. In this section we denote by A the cyclic group of size p2q.
The size of the image of π2 of regular subgroups of Aut(A) divides p
2. The automorphism group
of A is as in Subsection 3.1.
Lemma 6.2. The subgroups of size p2 of Aut(A) are
Hj = 〈ϕjp+1,h〉, T = 〈ϕp+1,1, ϕ1,hp〉,
for 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1.
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Proof. Every subgroup of size p2 in Aut(A) embeds into the p-Sylow subgroup of Aut(A), generated
by ϕp+1,1 and ϕ1,h which is isomorphic to Zp × Zp2 . According to [23, Theorem 3.3], the group
Zp×Zp2 has p+1 subgroups of size p
2. The subgroups 〈ϕp+1,1, ϕ1,hp〉 and 〈ϕjp+1,h〉 for 0 ≤ j ≤ p−1
are p+ 1 distinct subgroups of size p2. 
Lemma 6.3. The mapping
fj : Zp2 −→ Zp2, m 7→
m(m− 1)
2
jp+m
is a bijection for every 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1.
Proof. Clearly, we have f(m) = m (mod p) and we can prove inductively that fj(m + kp) =
fj(m)+kp. Since every element in Zp2 is of the formm+kp for suitablem,k then fj is surjective. 
Proposition 6.4. The skew braces of cyclic type with | ker λ| = q are (Bj ,+, ◦) for 0 ≤ j ≤ p − 1
where (
n
m
)
+
(
x
y
)
=
(
n+ x
m+ y
)
,
(
n
m
)
◦
(
x
y
)
=
(
n+ (f−1j (n)pj + 1)x
m+ hf
−1
j (n)y
)
,
for every 0 ≤ n, x ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ m, y ≤ q − 1. In particular, (Bj , ◦) ∼= Zq ⋊h Zp2.
Proof. The groups
Gj = 〈τ, σϕjp+1,h〉 ∼= Zq ⋊h Zp2 ,
for 0 ≤ j ≤ p − 1 are regular and they are not conjugate since their image under π2 are not.
According to Lemma 6.2, we have the following cases:
(i) π2(G) = T : arguing as in Proposition 5.2, we can show that there are no regular subgroups
with this projection.
(ii) π2(G) = Hj: in this case a standard presentation of G is
G = 〈τ, σaτ bϕjp+1,h〉 = 〈τ, σ
aϕjp+1,h〉,
where a 6= 0 since G is regular. Then G is conjugate to Gj by ϕa−1,1.
Let (Bj ,+, ◦) be the skew brace associated to Gj , then
σ ◦ . . . σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
= σfj(n),
where fj is defined as in Lemma 6.3. Therefore λσnτm = λτm◦σn = λ
f−1j (n)
σ and so the formula
follows. 
For the case |π2(G)| = p, we can argue as in Proposition 5.3 and then we have p + 1 regular
subgroups. In particular we have p+ 1 skew braces of A-type with | ker λ| = pq.
We summarize the contents of this subsection in the following table:
| ker λ| Zp2q Zq ⋊h Zp2 Zq ⋊hp Zp2
q - p -
pq 1 - p
p2q 1 - -
Table 21. Number of skew braces of Zp2q-type of size p
2q for q = 1 (mod p2).
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6.2. Skew braces of Z2p × Zq-type. In this section we denote by A the group Z
2
p × Zq. The size
of the kernel of λ of non trivial skew braces of A-type is either q or pq. The conjugacy classes
of subgroups of size p of Aut(A) are the same as in the case q = 1 (mod p) and therefore, if
| ker λ| = pq we can argue as in Proposition 5.4, indeed it applies whenever q = 1 (mod p).
On the other hand, up to conjugation, the subgroups of order p2 of Aut(A) are 〈C, hp〉 and 〈C lh〉
where l = 0, 1, C is as in Remark 3.6 and h is identified with the automorphism of Zq given by
x 7→ xh for all x ∈ Zq. If G is a regular subgroup with π2(G) = 〈C
lh〉 then
G = 〈ǫ, vC lh〉,
for some v = σaτ b. The group G is not regular, since π1(G) = {ǫ
nσma+b
m(m−1)
2 τ bm : 0 ≤ n ≤
q − 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ p − 1, } 6= G. Otherwise, we can argue as in Proposition 5.5 and therefore it
provides a description of skew braces of A-type with | ker λ| = q.
Hence, the enumeration of skew braces of Z2p × Zq-type of size p
2q for q = 1 (mod p2) is as in
table 15.
6.3. Skew braces of Zp × (Zq ⋊hp Zp)-type. In this section we denote by A the group Zp ×
(Zq ⋊hp Zp). The regular subgroups of Hol(A) with size of the image under π2 equal to q, p, pq are
the same as the one described in Proposition 5.6, Lemma 5.7 and Lemma 5.9, respectively, since
the subgroups of the automorphism group of A of order p, q and pq coincide with the ones in the
case q = 1 (mod p).
Lemma 6.5. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = p
2 is
Ga = 〈ǫ, σ
aα1,1, τβ0,hp〉 ∼= A,
for 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1.
Proof. If the image of π2(G) is not cyclic we can argue as in Lemma 5.8 to get Ga as in the
statement. We show that if π2(G) is generated by θ ∈ {β0,h, α1,1β0,h} then G is not regular.
Indeed if
G = 〈ǫ, σaτ bθ〉
and then π1(G) = {ǫ
nσamτ bm : 0 ≤ n ≤ q − 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ p− 1} has size pq. 
Lemma 6.6. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = p
2q is
Ga = 〈σα1,1, τ
aβ0,hp , ǫ
1
hp−1β1,1〉 ∼= A
for 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1.
Proof. If the p-Sylow of the image of π2(G) is not cyclic we can conclude as in Lemma 5.10. We
show that if π2(G) = 〈β1,1, θ〉, for θ ∈ {β0,h, α1,1β0,h} then G is not regular. Indeed if
G = 〈ǫauβ1,1, ǫ
bvθ〉
for some u, v ∈ 〈σ, τ〉, from the condition (R) we have u = 1, i.e. G = 〈ǫaβ1,1, ǫ
bvθ〉. So we have
that
π1(G) = {ǫ
an+f(v,b,m)vm : 0 ≤ n ≤ q − 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ p2 − 1} ⊆ 〈ǫ, v〉
and so G is not regular. 
Therefore, according to Lemma 6.5 and Lemma 6.6, the enumeration of the skew braces of
Zp × (Zq ⋊hp Zp)-type of size p
2q for q = 1 (mod p2) according to size of the kernel of λ is as in
table 17.
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6.4. Skew braces of Zq ⋊hp Zp2-type. In this section we denote by A the group Zq ⋊hp Zp2 .
The automorphism of A can be described as in Section 5.4 and we employ the same notation. In
particular, the subgroups of order p, q and pq of Aut(A) coincide with the previous case. Therefore,
if G is a regular subgroup with |π2(G)| ∈ {q, pq, p} we can apply respectively, Lemma 5.13, 5.14
and 5.15.
A p-Sylow subgroup of Aut(A) is given by 〈ϕ11,0, ϕ
0
h,0〉
∼= Zp×Z
2
p. So, according to [23, Theorem
3.3], it has p+ 1 subgroups of order p2, namely
(27) 〈ϕkh,0〉 and 〈ϕ
1
1,0, ϕ
0
hp,0〉,
for 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1.
On the other hand, since 〈ϕ01,1〉 is the unique q-Sylow subgroup of Aut(A), we have that the
subgroups of size p2q in Aut(A) are the following p+ 1 subgroups:
(28) 〈ϕ11,0, ϕ
0
hp,0, ϕ
0
1,1〉 and 〈ϕ
k
h,0, ϕ
0
1,1〉,
for 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1.
Lemma 6.7. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = p
2 is
Gb,k = 〈τ, σ
bϕkh,0〉
∼= Zq ⋊h Zp2 ,
for 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 and 1 ≤ b ≤ p− 1.
Proof. The groups in the statement are regular and arguing as in Lemma 5.14 we can show that
they are not conjugate. Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = p
2. The unique
subgroup of order q of A is 〈τ〉. According to (27) we have two cases to consider.
(i) If π2(G) = 〈ϕ
k
h,0〉, then
G = 〈τ, τaσbϕkh,0〉 = 〈τ, σ
bϕkh,0〉,
where b 6= 0 (mod p), i.e. G = Gb,k.
(ii) If π2(G) = 〈ϕ
1
1,0, ϕ
0
hp,0〉, then we can apply Proposition 5.12, and so there are no such
regular subgroups.

Lemma 6.8. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of HolA with
|π2(G)| = p
2q is
Gb,k = 〈σ
bϕkh,0, τ
1
hp−1ϕ01,1〉
∼= Zq ⋊h Zp2,
for 1 ≤ b ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1.
Proof. The groups in the statement are regular and not conjugate (we can employ the same argu-
ment of 5.14 again). Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = p
2q. According to (28)
we have two cases to consider. In the first one we have no regular subgroups by the same argument
of Proposition 5.12. In the second case, G has the standard presentation:
G = 〈τaσbϕkh,0, τ
cσdϕ01,1〉.
From the (R) conditions we have that
G = 〈τaσbϕkh,0, τ
1
hp−1ϕ01,1〉,
with b 6= 0 (mod p). Let 1 ≤ c ≤ p− 1 such that b = c (mod p). Then G is conjugate to Gc,k by a
suitable power of ϕ11,0. 
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We summarize the contents of this subsection in the following table:
| ker λ| Zp2q Zq ⋊hp Zp2 Zq ⋊h Zp2
1 - - p(p− 1)
p p− 1 p(p− 1) -
q - - p(p− 1)
p2 1 - -
pq p p2 − p− 1 -
p2q - 1 -
Table 22. Number of skew braces of Zq ⋊hp Zp2-type of size p
2q for q = 1 (mod p2).
6.5. Skew braces of Zq ⋊h Zp2-type. In this section, we denote by A the group Zq ⋊h Zp2 . A
presentation of such group is
G = 〈σ, τ | σp
2
= τ q = 1, στσ−1 = τh〉.
According to [8, Theorem 3.4], the map
φ : Zq ⋊Z
×
q −→ Aut(A), (i, j) 7→ ϕi,j =
{
τ 7→ τ j
σ 7→ τ iσ
,
is a group isomorphism. In particular |Aut(G)| = q(q − 1). Since q = 1 (mod p2), then |π2(G)|
divides p2q.
A set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of subgroups of Aut(A) is the following:
Size Group Class
p 〈ϕ0,hp〉 Zp
q 〈ϕ1,1〉 Zq
pq 〈ϕ0,hp , ϕ1,1〉 Zq ⋊hp Zp
p2 〈ϕ0,h〉 Zp2
p2q 〈ϕ1,1, ϕ0,h〉 A
Table 23. Conjugacy classes of groups of Aut(A).
Lemma 6.9. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = p is
Gc = 〈τ, σ
p, σcϕ0,hp〉 ∼= A,
where 1 ≤ c ≤ p− 1.
Proof. The subgroup Gc is regular. If Gc and Gd are conjugate, then
(ϕi,j)(σ
cϕ0,hp)(ϕi,j)
−1 = (τ jσ)cϕj(1−hp),hp ∈ Gd
for some i, j. Then ϕj(1−hp),hp ∈ π2(Gd) and so j = 0. Therefore σ
cϕ0,hp ∈ Gd and so σ
cϕ0,hp =
σdϕ0,hp (mod ker π2|Gc), i.e. d = c.
The unique subgroup of A of order pq is 〈τ, σp〉. Hence if G is a regular subgroup of Hol(A), we
can assume that G = Gc for some c 6= 0. 
Lemma 6.10. There is a unique conjugacy class of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = q.
A representative is
G = 〈σ, τ
1
h−1ϕ1,1〉 ∼= Zp2q.
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Proof. Since all p-Sylow subgroups of A are conjugated to each other and have order p2, we can
suppose without loss of generality, that a regular subgroup of Hol(A) has the standard presentation
G = 〈σ, τaσbϕ1,1〉 = 〈σ, τ
a′ϕ1,1〉,
for some a′ 6= 0. The (K) condition is fulfilled if and only if a = 1
h−1 . 
Lemma 6.11. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) such
that |π2(G)| = pq is
Gc = 〈σ
p, σcϕ0,hp , τ
1
h−1ϕ1,1〉 ∼= Zq ⋊hp Zp2 ,
for 1 ≤ c ≤ p− 1.
Proof. The subgroups Gc for 1 ≤ c ≤ p − 1 are regular and it is easy to check that they are not
pairwise conjugated.
Let G be a regular subgroup of Hol(A) with |π2(G)| = pq. According to the Table 23, we can
assume that π2(G) = 〈ϕ0,hp , ϕ1,1〉. The subgroups of order p of A are 〈τ
aσp〉 for some a. Since
ϕ1,1 is in the normalizer of π2(G), up to conjugation by ϕ
−a
1,1 we can assume that a = 0. So, G has
the standard presentation
G = 〈σp, τ bσcϕ0,hp , τ
dσeϕ1,1〉
for some 0 ≤ c, d ≤ p − 1 and 0 ≤ b, d ≤ q − 1. From the (R) conditions it follows that e = 0
(mod p), d = 1
h−1 and b = 0. Thus G = Gc. 
Lemma 6.12. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) such
that |π2(G)| = p
2 is
Gb = 〈τ, σ
bϕ0,h〉 ∼=

Zp2q, if b = −1 (mod p
2),
Zq ⋊hp Zp2 , if b = −1 (mod p) and b 6= −1 (mod p
2),
Zq ⋊h Zp2 , otherwise,
where b 6= 0 (mod p).
Proof. Since A has a unique subgroup of order q and according to the Table 23, we have that every
regular subgroup G has the standard presentation:
Gb = 〈τ, σ
bϕ0,h〉,
for b 6= 0 (mod p). It is straightforward to check that they are all not pairwise conjugated. Checking
condition (K) we have σbϕ0,hτϕ
−1
0,hσ
−b = τh
b+1
, so if b = 0 (mod p2) then Gb is cyclic. If b+ 1 = 0
(mod p) but b 6= −1 (mod p2), then Gb is isomorphic to Zq⋊hpZp2 . Otherwise, Gb ∼= Zq⋊hZp2 . 
Lemma 6.13. A set of representatives of conjugacy classes of regular subgroups G of Hol(A) with
|π2(G)| = p
2q is
Gd = 〈τ
1
h−1ϕ1,1, σ
dϕ0,h〉 ∼= A
for d 6= 0 (mod p).
Proof. Let G be a regular subgroup with |π2(G)| = p
2q. According to the Table 23, we can assume
that a standard presentation is:
G = 〈τaσbϕ1,1, τ
cσdϕ1,h〉.
According to the (R) conditions, then b = 0, a = 1
h−1 and d 6= 0 (mod p) because G is regular.
Hence,
G = 〈τ
1
h−1ϕ1,1, τ
cσdϕ0,h〉,
for d 6= 0 (mod p). If d = −1, then c = 0 since τ cσdϕ0,h has order p, otherwise G is conjugate to
Gc,d by ϕ1,−c h−1
hd+1−1
. 
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We summarize the contents of this subsection in the following table:
| ker λ| Zp2q Zq ⋊hp Zp2 Zq ⋊h Zp2
1 - - p(p− 1)
p - p− 1 -
q 1 p− 1 p(p− 2)
p2 1 - -
pq - - p− 1
p2q - - 1
Table 24. Number of skew braces of Zq ⋊h Zp2-type of size p
2q for q = 1 (mod p2).
7. p, q algebraically independent
Let p, q be primes. If none of the following congruences holds
p = 1 (mod q), p = −1 (mod q), q = 1 (mod p), q = −1 (mod p),
then p and q are said to be algebraically independent. In such case, the only groups of size p2q are
the abelian ones, Zp2q and Z
2
p × Zq and the size of the kernel of λ of any skew brace is pq.
According to Proposition 3.3 and to Proposition we have: 3.7.
+\◦ Zp2q Z
2
p × Zq
Zp2q 2 -
Z
2
p × Zq - 2
Table 25. Number of skew braces of size p2q with p and q algebraically independent.
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